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CHAPTER V 

MULTIPLE USE OF HIGHWAY CORRIDORS 

Valuation of Airspace 
By Daniel, Mann, Johnson and Mendenhall 
Los Angeles, California 

INTRODUCTION 

Airspace 

The terms ''airspace'' and ''air rights'' have often been used syn
onomously in the literature on the subject. Although there is little 
possibility of confusion, it seems appropriate to begin with basic defini
lion~. Airn11ace i~ merely the cuuic volume of space above the earth's 
surface, without upper limits unless they are defined for a specific 
purpose. 

A parcel of land is generally described in terms of its horizontal 
dimensions, measured on the earth's surface. The addition of a verti
cal dimension to the horizontal plane of the earth's surface, such as a 
building height limit, then defines the buildable airspace as a cubic 
volume. 

For the purpose of this study, highway airspace is defined ( 82) * as 
"that space located above and/or below the highway's established 
gradeline, lying within the horizontal limits of the approved right-of
way boundaries." Figures 1 and 2 illustrate this definition in the sim
plest possible graphic terms. 

Air Rights 

A volume of airspace becomes real property as a result of the rights 
attached to it. One of the oldest concepts with regard to ownership of 
real property states that ownership of land extends from the center of 
the earth to the periphery of the universe. This concept of full and 
complete ownership of land is not established law. Ownership of real 
property is, in reality, ownership of distinct and separate rights or 
privileges of ownership. Some of the rights inherent in real property 
ownership include the right to use, sell, lease, enter into, or give away 

*References are to items in the Bibliography (Appendix A). 
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1',igure 1. Highway afrspace above highway at grade. 
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Figure 2. Highway airspace above and below viaduct highway. 

any portion or all of the property, or even to refuse to exercise any of 
these rights. 

Own · r ship l'ights ar gua~·anteecl by law, subj ct to ertain limitation· 
and 1· .. trictiou . Al thou ·h 1e11·al d •finition · of owner hip of real prop-
rty :imply om let own •1' hip of Janel and everythi.110' attached to it, 

un ler it, and o er it, 1 gal title does not ·onv •y ab olute f e irnple 
title and unre ·tricted exerci e of all conceivable owner hip right ·. 
Spe ifically, th four power. of government limiting own r. hip right
a1· : the pow r of taxation· th power of eminent domain; th police 
po>ver · and e cheat. 

In addition o g·overnm ntal re trictions, private agreements may al o 
impo re tri tions. The c might limit u e dev lopm nt or even the 
maru1 r of onv yan e, and are gen rally referred to a l ed restri -
tions and cove11ants conditions, and r tri tion ( 1C&R' ) . b1 s
s :nee, then, a11 ow11 r of r al prop rty can u 1 ·ell trad , 01· lea ·e any 
one or a combination of the eparate and di tin t owner hip 1·ights 
a o iat l with any portion or all of his property ·while r etaininO' all 
oth r right . Th ref ore, th d finitiou and ~tppraisal of real p1'operty 
im olv s consi ieratio11 of the ownership right r emaining with the 
property and the · :ffect of th, lo · of any of the right · on it, valu . 
Knowing exactly which rigllts ar und r on ideration i fundamental 
to the valuation of real property, and the valuation of airspace as real 
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property. Thus, although airspace is a physical concept, and air rights 
or rights in airspace is a legal concept, the terms are interchangeable 
for all practical purposes. 

Historical Background 

The development of airspace above the New York Central Railroad's 
right-of-way in Manhattan, in the early 1900's, is generally considered 
to be the first significant commercial use of transportation right-of-way 
airspace in the United States. Today, this development includes the 
new Madison Square Garden, the Pan Am Building, and numerous 
hotels, high-rise offices, and apartment buildings along the famous Park 
Avenue. The land and air rights to approximately ten city blocks of 
this complex were recently offered for sale and are expected to bring 
almost a billion dollars. 

The second major development of air rights occurred in Chicago in 
the late 1920 's, with construction of the Merchandise Mart and Daily 
Nevvs Building over Illinois Central Railroad right-of-way. The Pru
dential Mid-America Building, Marina Towers, and the Outer Drive 
East Apartments are more recent additions to Chicago's inventory of 
airspace development. 

In the early 1950 's, the Pennsylvania Railroad's elevated rail yards 
in center city Philadelphia were placed underground, providing more 
than 20 acres of prime air rights. The Penn Center complex now oc
cupies most of the site with high-rise offices, hotels and apartment 
buildings. 

The current airspace developments in Chicago, in the Randolph 
Terminal area and further south between the Outer Drive and Lake 
Michigan, will also utilize Illinois Central right-of-way. The ultimate 
extent of these projects will apparently exceed the scale, if not the 
values, of the Park Avenue development in New York. 

Use of airspace above highways for major commercial projects has a 
much shorter history, beginning in 1962 with the four apartment 
towers over the approach to the George \¥ ashington Bridge in upper 
Manhattan. Since that time, development has included a supermarket 
and an office-hotel complex over the Massachusetts Turnpike in New
ton, the Prudential Center complex over the Massachusetts Turnpike 
in Boston, restaurants over the tollways in Illinois and Oklahoma, and 
a parking garage over the freeway in Reno, Nev. 

Public projects above the highway have been more numerous and 
include a city hall, a library, a post office, a convention center, a court
house, a bus terminal, an auditorium, an office building, and a portion 
of the United Nations Building in New York. Highway air rights proj
ects are discussed in further detail in a later section. However, it is 
significant to note at this point that experience with development above 
the highway is limited in relation to the use of airspace under the 
highway or on adjacent right-of-way land. In nearly every state, public 
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and privat de lopm nts of parkino· lot wa1·ehousiug and tora e 
park , and layground have utiliz d hi )·hway ri ht-of-way. 

oop ration b tween tat highway ag n ·ies and local urban renewal 
01· r d v lopm nt a 1·en ies ha been successful in a number of cities, 
and promi ·e · to provide the most effective method for achieving air
spac development on a larg . cale. 

Highway Joint Development 

Participation of tlrn Illinoi ntral Raihoacl as a financial partu r 
in the mo t re nt air right· d velopm nt in hica0 ·o au th coop ra
tion of highway a11d urban r n · wal a ·enci are major example of 
th on pt of joi11t d v lopment. A applied to highways: 

The term "joint development" shall mean cooperative action by the 
state highway department with federal, state, municipal, and other 
governmental agencies, and private individuals and organizations, in 
public or private development of the right-of-way, and the land con
tiguous or adjacent thereto, in such manner as not to injure, damage, 
uusLrucL, impair or impede the full, safe, and efficient use of the right
of-way for the primary purpose of movement of persons, vehicles, 
goods, and other lawful traffic. ( 45) 

As a key element in joint development, the use of airspace provides 
nuro rou · b n fi. to th publi . fo t important is the possibility of a 
much hi h r de(".re of compatibility b tween tl1 highway and the om-
munity. of air pace above orb low th highway an eliminate th 
divi. ive effect of major highways and improv the over-all environ
mental appearance of the area. 

In additio11 local ublic finan •ial benefits can re. ult from (1) public 
n of air pac , {iu ·t ~ad of r moving land from the tax roll) (2) sav
in on land acquisition for local ervices, and (3) added pa1·k and 
re reation spa e. Private 11 of hio·hwa, r air pace can al o p1·ovicle 
revenue to the highway agency, and offset a portion of the right-of-way 
acquisition cost. 

To the p1·i at d v lop r, highway airspac an off r lar e pr as
mbl l ar a· for d velopm nt in high-d nsity centers wher land ow1J

er hi i typically fragmented. In addition, developm nt abov , the 
hi ·hway resi11ts in a hi ·hly visible location. The fa t that public-privat 
joint development ha 11ot be n wid spread i a result of a number of 
major limitations. 

Limitations on Private Development 

Legal constraints have been noted as a serious impediment to air
space development. More specifically, lack of State legislation authoriz
ing the highway agency to sell or lease air rights for public-private joint 
development has been cited as the primary legal problem. New York 
and Connecticut have recently adopted statutes that remove much of 
the uncertainty surrounding the legal aspects of use of airspace. Other 
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States can be expected to follow these models, to various degrees, in 
the near future. In addition, the Federal Highway Administration has 
continued to issue guidelines on policies and procedures to facilitate 
joint development and use of airspace. Although the administrative 
problems will require continued attention, an optimistic outlook on 
solution of the major legal problems appears justified. 

Concern for the safety of the highway and airspace users, and the 
free flow of traffic, will continue to limit the use of airspace. However, 
these concerns reflect the basic purpose of the highway and must be 
observed regardless of their effect on airspace development. The 
standards and precautions may appear overly restrictive to a private 
developer, and it is conceivable that certain standards may be reduced 
if experience warrants. 

The cost of construction above the highway has also been recognized 
a a major impediment to private d velopm -nt. Special foundation 
an l ·up orts wid · span , and protectiv reinforcement create en i
neerin · problem that, howev r readily olv > ~. may , ignificantly in
crea th cost f 011 t rncti n :ornd utilization of air pa e. Th · se 
costs must be evaluated in relation to alternative projects on other 
sites, and do not necessarily prohibit the development of airspace. 

Valuation is the limitation with which this study is directly con
cerned. In the general sense, valuation is a decision-making procedure 
in which the costs and benefits of utilizing airspace are compared. The 
ultimate result is a subjective decision on whether or not airspace will 
be acquir d for privat elev lopm nt. An inability to tima.t benefit~ 
and/ or costs can, and often doe , Tesnlt in a negati e d i ion wh n a 
large 1ong-t rm inve tment is required. The more specific definition of 
valuation, a igni11g a mon tary valu to the air pace or air riO'hts i. 
discussed in the next section. 

Valuation 

To the extent that the monetary value of highway airspace can not 
be satisfactorily estimated, it is natural to expect reluctance on the part 
of the highway agency and the private developer to proceed with a joint 
development project. This limitation also applies to public users of air
space where future costs are difficult to estimate. Proper valuation 
remains a limitation, even when the legal, administrative, and physical 
problems of airspace development have been resolved. 

Concern for proper valuation in the appraisal profession followed the 
use of airspace over Illinois Central right-of-way in Chicago in the 
late 1920's. A suggested method of valuation was: determination of the 
value of the underlying fee on the basis of comparable land values; 
then, deduction of the additional costs of development created by the 
right-of-way interests, with the remaining value being that of the air
rights ( 23, 39). A modification of this approach suggested the appraisal 
of an imaginary platform above the railroad right-of-way at the level 
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on which the air rights holder would acquire control of the airspace. 
The platform can then be appraised on the basis of comparable land 
values, with consideration of special costs, limitations on ownership, 
and accessibility problems ( 62, 59). This approach gave rise to the 
''deck equals land'' concept, which is essentially the same as the earlier 
method, although it is somewhat less realistic, in terms of actual con
struction procedures, and tends to complicate the problem. 

Expansion of the original method resulted in the Kuehnle and "\iVhite 
formulas, as follows : 

Kuehnle Formula (50) 

V-(X+Y)-I=A (1) 

Therefore, 

V-A=R (2) 

in which 

V = value of the land before taking of three-dimensional interest ; 
x~ economic value li:;st due to reduction uf fun'3tiorlal utility (nc.t income) in mvdi

fying building for construction on the A interest; 
Y = additional cost of constructing the building under the terms of the conveyances 

creating the A and the R interests; 
I= interest on investment for the additional period of construction as a result of 

the divided vertical interests; 
A = value of air rights after taking of three-dimensional interest; and 
R = value of remainder three-dimensional interest. 

White Formula (91) 

A = air rights value; 
V 0 = land value by comparison in fee simple, vacant but improved with all utilities 

at lot line; 
X = loss of residual value from functional or economic obsolescence arising from 

creation of the air rights; 
0 = added capital improvement costs to air rights purchaser or lessee in construction 

of building; 
D =savings to air rights purchaser or lessee in excavation and foundation costs, 

demolition, tenant relocation, and income losses during relocation and demolition; 
I= added interest and carrying charges as a result of added capital improvement 

costs; and 
R = residual value of fee interest. 

Thus, 

(3) 

and 

V 0 -A=R (4) 

There is little conceptual difference between the two formulas and 
the basic appraisal methodology suggested ther ein. The Kuehnle for 
mula (Eqs.1and2) was applied in a hypothetical valuation of a highway 
tunnel easement; the White formula (Eqs. 3 and 4) was applied in a 
hypothetical valuation of the air rights used by the George Washington 
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Bridge Apartments. By increasing the number of factors considered, 
the valuation can be made more detailed, but the essential concept re
mains the same. 

The income capitalization technique has been suggested, using a 
residual capitalization to determine the value of the air rights for a 
specific project. The result of this approach was compared with that 
of the White formula and produced a similar value for the George 
\Va hington Bridg partm nti:; air ri ·ht (.91). An additional a-p
pli a ti on ( 47) ug · . ts th u e of lan l residual ai italization, after 
erecting the hypo h tical hi ·he t and b ·t tve o d t rmin th v-alu 0£ 
the fee unen umber e l by air ri<,.hts · then, n in ·th r ·i lual t lmiqn , 
after r ecting the highest aud be t u · in the aiTsJ>ac to l termine th 
valu of th air pa . Th iiff r ence bctw en th two r esidual value 
is the value of the fee burdened with the air rights, or, in terms of the 
present study, the value of the highway interest within the horizontal 
and vertical dimensions of the requir d right-of-way. 

This latter approach is similar to the familiar "before-and-after" 
rule applied to the taking of an aerial easement. The prop rty is 
valued before and after the easement, with the difference between the 
two values, plus other compensation, being the value of the airspace 
for th ea ement ( 66). 

An extrem ly prnctical approach has b 11 u ed by the Illinois entral 
Railroad in ttin the price for ah· right: ov r ri0 ·ht-of-way in hicago. 
Thi · involv d termination of the fee valu of th land by normal 
appraisal methods, and adding a value for assembly of a large parcel. 
Reference is then made to the existing zoning ordinance and, based on 
the floor area ratio th maximum numb -r of floor is d termin · d. The 
space retained by th railroad, in t~rm of number of floor , i sub
tract d from the maximum to obtain th remainder. Expre s-cl as a 
percentage of the total number of floors, the remainder is applied to 
the total fee value to obtain the value of the airspace (93). Under a 
similar assumption of highest and best use according to floor area ratios 
contained in New York City's zoning ordinance, volumes of airspace 
have been valued on the basis of comparable prices per square foot of 
building space permitted. 

Numerous authors have referred to the value of the air rights as a 
percentage of the fee value of the site. This has led to the misconception 
that a certain ratio can be used as a rule of thumb to value the air 
rights, given the value of the fee. The procedure has never been 
recognized as a realistic approach to valuation, nor do the researchers 
know of a single case in which this ''rule of thumb'' has been applied. 
As used by the Illinois Central, the ratio of usable airspace to maxi
mum permitted space was carefully calculated for each transaction. 
Obviously, the relationship of a positive air rights value to the fee 
value can always be expressed as a ratio. But it is unrealistic to as
sume that a ratio derived from the valuation of one site and use would 
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apply to any other site. It is suggested, therefore, that this ratio is 
meaningless for purposes of valuation. 

This brief historical summary indicates the present state of air rights 
valuation methodology, as described in the literature, with the income 
capitalization and land residual approach as the most recent recom
mendation. The previous approaches involve the customary procedure 
of a series of adjustments to comparable land values in order to arrive 
at the value of the site, or air rights, under study. The implicit as
sumption is that comparable land values represent the results of other 
investment decisions in an active market. Inasmuch as the market, in 
general, determines land value through an income capitalization and 
land residual approach, the use of comparable land values is an accept
ance of this approach. Given an active market demand for space, the 
use of comparable land values and careful adjustment would appear to 
be adequate for the valuation of air rights. 

It is suggested, however, that this is not strictly the case with regard 
to highway air rights, even where the demand for space is strong. To 
the private developer, highway airspace, especially above the highway, 
is a new and different investment involving unknown risks. From the 
viewpoint of the private developer, a thorough investment analysis, 
using a sufficiently high income capitalization rate to compensate for 
unknown risk, is the most responsible approach to determining the 
value of air rights for a particular project. As noted later in the sec
tion on "Recommended Method for Valuation of Airspace," this 
method incorporates the basic valuation factors used in the Kuehnle 
and White formulas, and is consistent with the logic of the various 
methods suggested to date. 

An appraisal report normally states the purpose of the appraisal 
before proceeding with a specific metlwtl. The vrimary concern of this 
study is valuation of air rights, above and below existing highways, for 
the purpose of sale or lease to private users. Valuation of air rights 
for the acquisition of right-of-way is no less serious a problem. How
ever, it involves condemnation by the highway agency or other public 
body, and a substantially different set of conditions surrounds the 
transaction. 

Emphasis has been given to the valuation of airspace for major 
private development above the highway. This requires the most exten
sive valuation process and is most complicated from the legal and 
administrative viewpoints. However, it also presents the greatest 
potential for significant joint development in relation to existing high
ways. 

A brief review of legal considerations precedes the discussion of valu
ation procedures as applied in r ecent developments. A comprehensive 
framework is recommended for the valuation of air rights above and 
below existing highways, with additional consideration given to the 
feasibility of development and public policies. 
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LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 

This paper is directly concerned with only one dimension of the air 
rights problem-valuation. Thus, it need not deal directly with the 
antecedent question of the general lawfulness of air rights transactions 
as participated in by State highway departments. Nevertheless, the 
need for valuation arises only to the extent that air rights transactions 
are lawful in the first place, and the legal problems that burden such 
transactions occasionally influence the valuation process. Accordingly, 
a brief discussion of legal considerations seems appropriate before 
treating the background for valuation. 

'J'wo contributions to the solution of legal problems surrounding air
space development have recently been published. The first, Wright's Law 
of Airspace (98), traces the development of laws relating to airspace 
from the second century A.D. to the present. The second, "Proposed 
Legislation to Authorize Joint Development of Highway Rights-of
Way" ( 45), discusses the lack of state legislation specifically authoriz
ing the State highway agency to participate in joint development, and 
offers a proposed bill for use in drafting the necessary legislation. 
As noted earlier, only New York and Connecticut have enacted legisla
tion authorizing participation in comprehensive joint development. 
A number of States have legislation relating to specific aspects of 
joint development, or have interpreted existing legislation to permit 
joint development. In other States, private development of highway air 
rights is not permitted under interpretation of existing legislation. 

This situation contains the elements for delay in air rights develop
ment, because the State highway agency may be uncertain as to its 
powers. In the negotiations for the lease of air rights in Nevada, de
scribed in the section on ''Case Studies of Airspace Projects,'' mort
gage insurance was delayed until the State legislature modified the 
existing statutes to specifically permit the highway agency to enter 
into an agreement with a private developer. 

The remainder of this section discusses a number of the most im
portant legal problems and issues that must be considered by the high
way agency and a private interest. For the most part they must be 
resolved before the use of air rights can be considered, and must be 
thoroughly clarified before a private developer will proceed. 

Acquisition of Air Rights 

The State highway department's power to acquire fee simple or only 
a three-dimensional highway easement is a question of State statutory 
law and must therefore find approval in the State legislature. 

The State highway department's condemnation of the air rights as 
well as an easement (that is, if it condemns the fee), with the intention 
of reselling or leasing the airspace to a private developer, raises the 
question as to the taking of the air rights for a public use. ''Public use'' 
is a state constitutional limitation on the condemnation power; hence, 
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if a question exists, it cannot be solved by legislative action, except 
insofar as the courts might def er to a legislature's express funding of 
''public use.'' 

If the acquisition of the air rights is by purchase rather than by con
demnation, and if the intent is as previously stated, the authority for 
expenditure of funds for a "public purpose" is also a State constitu
tional requirement. 

The State highway department's authority to condemn property 
adjacent to a future highway for purposes of compiling a tract of land 
capable of joint development is, first of all, a question of the statutory 
power of the State highway agency. But even if the legislature ex
pressly confers this power, the constitutional questions of "public 
use" and "public purpose" must be answered. 

If the answer to any of the questions raised in the foregoing is in 
the negative, and if the project is to be on the Interstate System, the 
Federal Government may condemn the property under 23 U.S.C. § 107 
and then sell it back to the State for 10 percent of cost. Sec. 107(a) (1) 
authorizes such a procedure when "the Secretary has determined ... 
that the State is unable to acquire necessary lands or interests in lands.:: 
As far as is known, this statute has not been applied or contested. 

In States with constitutional provisions requiring that gas tax reve
nues be devoted to "highway purposes," such revenues may or may 
not be used fo r the acquisition of air r ights intended for joint develop
ment, depending on the interpretation in a particular jurisdiction. The 
legislature is helpless here to modify the State constitution by legisla
tion, but it could appropriate non-gas-tax funds to the highway depart
ment for purposes of air rights acquisition. 

Disposition of Air Rights 

Before entering negotiations for the sale or lease of air rights, the 
following questions must be resolved. Are air rights "property" ca
pable of being leased or sold under the State's common law 7 Does the 
State highway department have the power to lease or sell property 
in general, or airspace in particular~ Does it have power to lease or 
sell for the purposes of joint development7 May the department itself 
serve as the joint developed These are questions of common law or 
of the substance and construction of the State statutes establishing and 
ceding powers to the State highway department; if the answers are 
negative, the powers can be changed by new legislation. 

The owner of property adjacent to the highway may have a right to 
light, air, and view upon which the State highway department cannot 
infringe by joint development without paying just compensation. The 
existence of such a right is a matter of State common law a s to property. 
However, if such a common law right exists, that it cannot be extin
guished without compensation is a State constitutional principle. 

If a structure planned above a highway will in any way interfere 
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with the motorist's ordinary use of the highway, conveyance of the 
air rights may be an unlawful diversion of public property. The out
lines of this legal prohibition are exceedingly vague, as is its legal basis. 
It may be a common law doctrine, a matter of statutory construction, 
or a limitation derived from the State constitution. The prohibition 
seems to have been applied most frequently against municipalities 
rather than against the State, a fact which may shed light on its legal 
status. Indeed, there is broad legal language to the effect that cities, 
having acquired property for use only as a street, lack the power to con
vert any of the property to a purpose unrelated to transportation.1 

If a State ·on 1ud · · that a certain private development of air rights 
i in th publi intere. t, and E pose of tb air ri0 'hts for less than fair 
mark t va1u such a di po. ition may offen l the "gift' clause in the 
Stat constitution. It may al. o b ar Jl th tate co11 titutional "public 
use" and "public pnrpo c" questions identified earlier. To the extent 
that the State is pcrmitt -d to dispose of the air rights by lease or sale 
for less than fair market value, the relevance of determining fair market 
value diminishes. However, it certainly does not disappear, because 
the State may wish to control the size and percentage of the discount. 

When the highway or freeway is on a Federal-aid system and there
fore receives federal funding ( 50 percent if on the primary, secondary, 
or urban systems; 90 percent if on the Interstate System), certain 
requirements set forth in the Unit ed States Code and Department of 
Transportation regulations must be satisfied. For projects on the Inter
state System, under 23 U.S.C. ~ 111, the agreement between the Federal 
Government and the State (under which the former will reimburse the 
State for 90 percent of the cost of the freeway) "may ... authorize" 
the State "to use or permit the use of airspace above and below" the 
fr >eway · by implicatioJ1 uch 11 s i ' unlawful m1le:s iuchlcl d in the 

nd r D -partm llt of Tran portation re0 ·nlations for all 
fe 1 rally ai d 1Jroj t acqui ition of l . · than unlimited vertical di
mcn ion: , an a qui it.ion whi h tbu an r . rve air rights for joint 
dcvelo me11t 1m st b appro ed by t11 1 1 ral Highway Admini tra-
tor a descrih cl in PPM 0-5 ( 1). Row ver this 1: n ourag 

tat . to a quir a right-of-way of limit d crti al dim nsions in itie · 
in light of "th po \bilit. of sub iautially decreasing rip;ht-of-way 
co. ts ' (81, § 41). ~ Lil{ ·wi ~ fo1· any f d rally aided project, if the 
Stat acquir s an unlimited v rtical dim 11 io11 and th n wi he to 
con ert th afr l'i ·ht to a nonhighway u · approval of thi n e ha 
1 u 1 legat cl to the Fed ral Hio·Jrway Administration R 'ional Ai
ministrator ( 1 § 4 ) 2

• ~ with authority to l leaat to Division Engi
n er or a so iat admini ·trator . Thi· r qufrcment applie. wh th r 
the air rights user is to purchase or lease the air rights from the State 
highway department, or the highway department is itself managing the 

1 Norman v. Ballard, 202 Okla. 9·3, 210 
P.2d 340 (1949). 

2 Superseded by PPM 80- 10 (11/15/71). 
'See also FHWA Order 1-1 (11/ 15/ 71) . 
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joint development project. Detailed procedures for making application 
to the Administrator are spelled out in PPM 80-10.1 ( 82) .2 

The substantive standards governing the Secretary of Transporta
tion in his passing on applications specify, under 23 U.S.C. § 111, appli
cable to the Interstate System only, that the use of the air rights must 
not "impair the full use and safety of the highway" or "interfere in 
any way with the free flow of traffic on the Interstate System.'' This 
general standard has been elaborated on in considerable detail in PPM 
80-10.2 (83), which contains standards on minimum clearance, inter
£ erence with visability, location of structural supports, safety precau
tions, and other matters. Moreover, PPM 80- 10.2 extends these require
ments to all federal-aid systems. 

Valuation 

Valuation becomes a legal question primarily in two contexts
eminent domain and real property taxation. In the context of the ad 
valorum tax, the basic measure of value, as set forth in the State con
stitutions or State statutes, is usually as imprecise and nonoperative 
as "fair value," "true value," "just value," or simply "value." 4 For 
purposes of eminent domain, the almost universal standard is ''just 
compensation''; and ''just compensation'' is itself traditionally de
fined as ''fair market value.'' 5 This evidently, carries the same mean
ing as the various "value" terms employed in real property tax valua
tion.6 Indeed, some of the real property tax statutes themselves speak 
the language of ''fair market value.'' 7 

The posture in which a valuation case reaches the court varies, how
ever, in accordance with the context. In condemnation cases, the court 
basically must make up its own mind as to the proper valuation (al
though there may be expert 'witnesses who testify). In taxation cases, 
the court is asked to review the decision of another governmental of
ficial, the tax assessor. Typically, a court will substitute its judgment 
for the tax assessor's only if convinced that the assessor's decision has 
been arbitrary or contrary to law.8 

Three distinct methods for determining value have received at least 
some degree of judicial sanction in working out the meaning of value 
( 42). The first is "comparable sales," which inquires into the prices 
that comparable parcels of property have commanded on the open 
market. Reliance on the price for which the individual parcel of prop
erty being appraised itself was sold for in the recent past embodies, 
presumably, a kind of comparable sales approach. The second method 
is capitalization of the future income the property can be anticipated 

4 See the elaborate chart which is the 
Appendix to Note, Tax Assessments of Real 
Property : A Proposal for L egislative Re
form, 68 YALE L.J. 335, 386 (1958). 

5 See 29A C.J.S. ~ 136 (2) . 

0 See Great N. Ry. v. Weeks, 297 U.S. 
135, 139 (1936). 

7 E.g., low A CoDE ANN. ~ 441.21. 
8 E.g., Bennett v. Bd. of Review, 234 

Iowa 800, 13 N.W.2d 351 (1944) . 
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to generate. The third method is calculation of reproduction cost (some
times original cost) less depreciation. In a few States these three meth
ods are specifically set forth in the statutes.9 

Given the three distinct methods, the question arises as to which of 
the three should be applied, and to what extent, in individual cases. 
Under what circumstances is each of the three the exclusive or the 
primary determinant of value~ The courts have provided no answers. 
The typical judicial decision will say that in a given case one or more 
of the three methods of valuation is "of evidentiary value" or "may 
be considered'' but is not ''conclusive,'' and that each case must be 
decided on its own facts. 10 In several States the statutes themselves 
mandate that'' every factor'' be taken into account.11 

Out of all this confusion there has emerged at least one rule, which 
has been recognized in New York State and which seems so eminently 
sound that other courts would almost certainly follow it: that absent 
extraordinary circumstances reproduction cost less depreciation estab
lishes the maximum for valuation.1 2 California has gone farther than 
this one rule and has established, by administrative code, a priority 
among the methods. If there are ''reliable income data,'' the income 
capitalization method is "preferred"; the reproduction method is 
"preferred" only if neither reliable market data nor reliable income 
data are available.1 3 ViTith regard to the application of these valuation 
techniques to air rights, there are, in fact, a number of valuation cases. 
But almost all of these are inverse condemnation cases in which the 
State, by flying aircraft over a person's property, has been held to have 
''taken'' the air rights above the property. The holding of these cases 
is that the value of the air rights taken is the difference between the 
value of the original fee and the value of the property once the flights 
are in operation.14 This obviously is a specific rule responsive to a 
particular and limited situation that is altog th r different from that 
involved in valuation problems within the fram ework of highway joint 
development.15 

9 E.g., COLO. REV. STAT. §137- 1- 3(5). 
For official discussions of the mcclrnni s of 
each of the three methods, see CALIF. An. 
ConE, tit. 18, ch. 1, subch. 1, §§ 1-9. See also 
the appraisal manuals of California (14), 
New Jersey (63 ), and Wisconsin (92). 

10 E.g., United States v. Parkbelt Homes, 
Inc., 76 F. Supp. 297 (D. Md.), aff'd, 171 
F.2d 230 (4th Cir. 1948) ; Schleiff v. 
County of Freeborn, 231 Minn. 389, 43 
N.W.2d 265 (1950); L. Bamberger & Co. v. 
Div. of Tax Appeals, 1 N.J. 151, 62 A.2d 
389 (1948); City of Plainsfield v. State 
Bd. of Tax Appeals, 127 N.J.L. 5, 20 A.2d 
641 (1941); City of Denver v. Lewin, 106 
Colo. 331, 105 P.2d 854 (1940); Bellingham 

Community Hotel Co. v. Whatcom County, 
190 Wash. 609, 70 P.2d 301 (1937). 

11 E.g., MINN. STA'.r. ANN. § 273.12. 
12 S ef People e.T rel. Parkline Operating 

Co. v. Miller, 287 N.Y. 126, 38 N.E.2d 465 
(1941) . 

13 Title 18, ch. 1, subch. 1, §§ 4-6. 
1-1 E.g., Aaron v. United States, 340 F.2d 

655 (Ct. CL 1964); Klein v. United States, 
152 Ct. CL 221, cert. denied, 366 U.S. 936 
(1961); Wright v. United States, 279 F.2'd 
517 (Ct. Cl. 1960); Hening v. United 
States, 162: F . Supp. 769 (Ct. CL 1958). 

15 One reviewer of the draft of this re
port has suggested that the courts are 
heavily attuned to the before-and-after ap-
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A further a:pect of valuation characteri ti· to highway joint de
velopment i that it will often b " a leasehold, rath r than an O"lrnership 
interest, that m t be appraised. With the ption · mh1 11t dom in 
a es, th · law ha. ha i r lativ 1 ' li tle ·p rienc in a prai. in · 1-ase

hol i . Th mo t ignifi ant la· of ca · ·ou rn h taxation of 
leases held by private parties on property owned by government. 
Under rules of law discussed previously, in these circumstances the 
lease is taxable though the fee is not. The most noteworthy feature 
here is the occasional success, especially in earlier cases, of the argu
ment that the "value" of the lease signifies its actual value less the 
future rent payable under its terms. This argument appears absurd, 
given the obviously sound rule of law that for property tax purposes 
an owner of property cannot deduct from the value of the property the 
portion of the purchase price he still owes.16 By now, the argument 
has been rather widely rejected.11 

California has recently amended its Administrative Code in order 
to deal with the valuation of leaseholds and other possessory interests.18 

It sanctions, for purposes of appraising such interests, the comparative 
sales approach, the income approach, and the cost approach. ~"'or each 
of the first two, there is a direct and an indirect method. The direct 
method is to value the possessory interest itself by resort to sales or 
income data. The indirect method is to value the fee by using such 
dat a, then make appropriate reductions to arrive at the value of the 
possessory interest. As the Code makes clear, the shorter the posses
sory interest, the more unsatisfactory the indirect method. 

Highest and Best Use 

In the legal contexts of real property taxation and eminent domain 
condemnatiou, real properly is appraised in accordance with its highest 
and best use-that is, the most profitable use to which the property 
could be devoted. Thus, when the suburbs begin to extend outward into 
what had formerly been rural areas, the "best use" of individual 
tracts of land within the area may have become industry or residential 
development. The farmer who uses his land for agricultural purposes, 
even though he has done so for 50 years, could be subject to a real prop
erty tax based on his property's value for industrial or residential 
purposes.19 

proach in the assessment of damages, so 
that in a situation where the matter ulti
mately winds up in court this familiar 
thought-pattern of the judge might keep 
coming into play. As a result, someone 
approaching a litigated case involving 
valuation of airspace for commercial use 
may have to do some educating of the court 
as the case progresses. 

16 See Frank Kessling, Property Taxa-

tion of Leases and Other United Interests, 
47 CALIF. L. REV. 470, 483-84 ( 1959). 

17 E.g., People ex i·el. Korzen v. Am. Air
lines, Inc., 39 Ill.2c1 11, 233 N.E.2d 568 
(1967); De Lux Homes, Inc. v. County of 
San Diego, 45 Cal.2d 546, 544 (1955). But 
see St. Louis County v. State Tax Comm'n, 
406 S.W.2d 644 (Mo.1966). 

18 Title 18, ch. 1, subch. 1, ~~ 21-28, ~ 25. 
19 E.g., Illinois Light & Power Co. v. 
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The highest and best use must be a lawful one, however. If the most 
profitable use of the land is prohibited by local zoning, the initial con
clusion would be that this use is illegal and therefore cannot count as 
the highest and best use. 20 There is a complexity, however, for almost 
every zoning ordinance contains a variance procedure by which in
dividual property owners can seek to have their property excepted 
from some or all of the structures of the zoning law. The standards 
governing decision on variances themselves vary somewhat, but a 
review of zoning ordinances (and of enabling legislation) shows that 
phrases like ''special circumstances'' or ''exceptional characteristics'' 
are typical (38). 

When the highest and best use of property is contrary to the zoning 
ordinance, therefore, it is not possible to conclude with certainty that 
the use is unlawful until and unless a petition for a variance is officially 
rejected. In addition, there may be a foreseeable possibility that the 
zoning ordinance itself will be amended. Yet if the owner has no inten
tion of devoting his property to that use, a variance petition will not be 
considered, and there is no procedure by which a third party, includ
ing the tax assessor, can secure a decision from the body entrusted with 
the responsibility for passing on variance petitions. If, however, the 
party dealing with the State in a joint development transaction actually 
desires to devote the airspace to a use that is contrary to local zoning, 
a clause could be included in the contract providing for an upward ad
justment in the sum paid to the State in the event that, upon that party's 
subsequent petition, a variance is granted. 

Assume, however, that the lessee or purchaser has no intent to se
cure a variance. In the context of eminent domain and real property 
taxation, the rule has developed that if there is a "reasonable probabil
ity" that a variance would be granted, this fact should be taken into 
consideration in fixing the fair value of property. 21 

With regard to the State highway department, the general rule, 
based on principles of State sovereignty, is that States are immune from 
local zoning unless the State legislature waives this immunity by 
statute.22 This rule has been specifically applied to the activities of a 
State highway department. 2 3 Thus, when a highway department di-

Bedard, 343 Ill. 618, 626, 627, 175· N.E. 851 
(1931). 

20 See 'Westchester County Park Cornm'n 
v. United States, 143 F.2d 688 (2d Cir.), 
cert. denied, 323 U.S. 726 (1944) ; also, 
assessor's handbooks of California (14) and 
Wisconsin ( 92). 

21 See United States v. Meadow Brook 
Club, 259 F.2d 41 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 
358 U.S. 921 (1958); United States v. Cer-

tain Land in Baltimore County, 209 F. 
Supp. 50 (D.Md. 1962); Dep't of Pub. 
Works & Bldgs. v. Rogers, 39 Ill.2d 109, 
233 N.E.2d 409 (1968). 

22 Green County v. City of Monroe, 3 
Wis.2d 196, 87 N.W.2d 827 (1958); 32 OP. 
CAL. ATT'Y GEN. 143 (1958); 2 Anderson, 
AMERICAN LAW OF ZONING ~ 9.06 (1968). 

23 Town of Bloomfield v. New Jersey 
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rectly undertakes joint development, it need not comply with local 
zoning, unless a statute provides for the contrary. 

The private party who buys property from the State highway de
partment could not claim for himself the immunity belonging to the 
State, which is now out of the ownership picture. In the event that a 
private party leases property from the State, the result may depend 
on whether the lessee's land use is cha.ra t rized a gov rnm ntal or 
proprietary.24 s noted later, 1 e. u ually annot avail th mselves 
of the State's exemption from a local prop rty tax, a rule which seems 
a close analogy. However, this result has generally been achieved by 
statute. Of course there may also be statutes that specifically require 
that the lessee conform to local zonin ·. ulifornia tatut ( TREE'r & 
HIGHWAY ODE § 104.12) does essentially that. It authorize. th tat 
highway d partment to lease prop rty, but r quir · that the depart
ment fir t determine that the u to whi h th · pro rty will b l voted 
under the lease is not contrary to local z.oning. Moreover, if the joint 
development is to receive federal reimbursement, federal regulations 
appear to require that "local governments should assume responsibil
ity;; for preparation of the project's joint development plan (79). 

In conclusion, if the State's lessees must comply with local zoning 
ordinances, the content of those ordinances sets legal limits on the high-
st and be t ns of th property, which is the use that serves as the 

legal ba i for aluation. But the po ibility of securing a varian e 
from the zoning ordinance must also be taken into account in the valua
tion process. 

In addition to the zoning issue, it will usually, if not always, be 
true in joint development that the uses to which the party d alin ·with 
the State highway department may d vot the prop rty in which an 
interest is conv y d will b xpre sly prt:! · ·riLed or limit d by the State 
hio·hway depru·tment. If th tra11sactiou i a lease, the pre cTiptions or 
limitations will be written into the lease. If it is a sale, they will be 
included as restrictive covenants in the deed. These limitations on use 
will generally be more restrictive than is local zoning. 

Limitations on use in joint development deeds and leases serve two 
purposes that are distinct from private wealth enhancement. One is to 
protect the State's interest in the full and free use of the underlying 
highway or freeway. The second is to advance the public interest by 
providing for socially beneficial land uses, even if this sacrifices possi
bilities for greater private profits. There are great differences, then, 
between the function of use restrictions in private-private transactions 
and the function of those in public-private transactions, and it is there
fore easy to argue that at least in the latter context these restrictions 

Hig·lnvay Authority, 18 N.J. 237, 113 A.2d 
658 (1955). 

24 See Note, The Inapplicability of Muni-

C'ipal Zoning Ordinances to Governmental 
Land Uses, 19 SYRAG'USE L. RElv. 698, 
702-03 ( 1968). 
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should be considered in determining highest and best use in a sale or 
lease of air rights. 

There is no clear legal answer to this question; if there were, it 
would be only in th le ·al cont xt of ond mnation of the it by ome 
other tate agency, or in th context of th property tax, if the u e that 
the lease or deed requil' bapp n · n.ot to be tax- xempt. Obviou ly, 
thi an we1· would not prohibit the State highway department from 
determining it own valuation policy. Therefore the paucity of "hard 
law'' on these points is not really damaging. 

Property Tax Liability 

An important valuation factor is the liability o.f a privat party 
arrying out joint d velopment for the prop rty tax as levied by th 
ity, the chool board, th ounty, and variou regional or municipal 

sp cial di ' tri ts . Tl • po . il ility of this party exemption tems from 
the fa t that th tat hi ·hway d parbn nt, a an agency of the tat , 
njoys such an xemption. In om jul'i di tion th xemption of the 

State, and indeed all public entiti ·, is onf ned by tatute; in oth r 
juri diction -, by constitutional provi ion. Absent . ucb xpres provi
·ions general lo trine of tate sovereignty might render the tat 
and its d partment immun from local taxation. The r levance of tax 
exemption to aluation i obviot'l . If the develop r i · l fact exempt, 
the value of th air pace to him, whether he own or leases it, will of 
course be higher than it would be were he subject to taxation. 25 

To the extent that the developer is an owner rather than a lessee, he 
i liable for the property tax, which by its term i usually levied on 
owner . Thus, if actual title to th air rights is conveyed by the State 
highway property to th developer, th latter i.s liable to the extent of 
the value of the air rights. 

As will often be the case, the air rights will be leased, but the developer 
will own the building he erect. (or which have be n ere te 1 by th 
Stat ) within th air ·pace. This problem has been dealt with by courts 
primarily in a where the owner of th · land is not tax exempt. The 
qu . tion is then whether th landown r i liabl for the entire tax on 
land and improvem nt , or wh ·ther the landmvner pays tax on th land, 
while the owner of the im Tovements i liaNe for th tax a appli d to 
tho improvements. fost jmi dictions ha e ace pted th, latter of 
th e two alternatives, dividing the tax among the owners as per th ir 
r sp ctive own rslll;p. 20 

A few jnri diction·, how ver, refus tor cognize tlP division of own
er hip and tax the lando·wner for th ntir value (42. p. 74). Apply
ing the majority rul to air riO'hts, it follow that th dev loper i liable 

25 See United States & Borg-Warner v. 
City of Detroit, 355 U.S. 466, 472 (1958). 

26 See Portland Terminal Co. v. Hinds, 
141 Me. 68, 39 A.2d 5 (1944), Annot., 154 

A.L.R. 1302; People ex rel. Hudson River 
Day Line, 257 N.Y. 69, 177 N.E. 312 
(1931). 
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for a tax on the improv ment if h i th ir owne1·.-7 f cour. e if the 
d veloper is a gov rnm nt ag ncy or a charitable in "titution it will b 
x mpt from ta.·a ion iu it own righ . 
Wh ·e th a velop r i the 1 s · of th airspace, or the air pace 

antl th impro em ni · the les · is not subj ct to th tax b cau e wner
hip resid · .in th State and onl. th own r i · liabl un r th · basic 

prop rty tax tatute. numb 1· of tat , how v r, bav na t d 
tatntes pecifically makil1g th 1 of a publi . agency liabl to the 

prop rty tax a appli l to th alu of hi · lea .28 This application of 
th prop rt tax is ·ometim s l' fel'l' a to a. a tax on the ''privile0 ·e of 
u ing th prop i·ty, ' rather than on the prop rt its lf. • n wh r 
tbe immunity of th State is guarantee l by the tat con titution, uch 
tatute are apparently valid. .r or 'lo . a tax on th le e of the 

Federal Government offend the Federal Government's immunity, which 
is also of constitutional origin.29 

In a f w Stat ·, untler lhe basic prop rty tax statut , possessory 
interest includin°· 1 a holds are taxabl without re 'BJ:d to OWll r
ship. 30 Thus, in thes tate there is 110 need for a s1 cial statut 1b
je tin · private lessees of public owners to the property tax. Unless 
the, are independently tax exempt, the taxation evidently follows auto
matically. 

Federal Contributions 

To the ext nt that federal funding is availabl to d fray the co t 
tha the lessee from th · tat i.n a joint le elopro 11t p1'oje t will in
cur, the valu of th · lea hold to that l e i · increas d, and th r -nt 
h pay hould go up a ordin ·ly. o the ·t nt uch f d ral funding 
is availabl to reimburs the co t · that the tate will incur i.n prepaT
ing for joint developm nt, joint cl velopm nt b com finan ially mor 
feasible for the State a fact that may in flu n e the t rm of th 1 a . 

With re ard to planning co. t., under Interim P if 21- 19 § 4a (79), 
11 federal-aid funds ma-y JJartidpat in xpen ·e relat a to joint a v lop
m lJt planning ... to th ex ·nt that th information may be ne ded in 
makin°· de i ion. concerniu,O' corridor developments related to the hi 0 ·h
way and in th cl igu of th hi >·hway fa ility it elf.'' ucb planning i 
d :fiJ1 d rather broadly by § 2 '. Th only . ignif1ci:mt limitation in thi · 
11b tion i that the planning rnnst invo] th int r' ,t d lo al gov

ernments. Th co t of . uch planning qualifi · for fed ral fundi.n only if 
it r · c iv s p cifi fed Tal approval. In auy as it i fairly cl ar that 
§ 4 L dealing 011ly wi h pl·oj ct fun.ding. Th State is thu also fr to 

27 See Note, Conveyance and Taxation of 
Real Estate, 64 CoLUM. L. REV. 338, 351 
(1964). 

28 E.g., the Michigan statute set forth in 
Cit~· of Detroit, su.pra; also see Hellerstein 
( 42) at 80. 

29 See City of Detroit, supra. 
30 See CALIF. REVENUE & TAXATION CODE 

§ 104; De Lux Homes, Inc. v. County of 
San Diego, 45 Cal.2d 546, 290 P.2d 544 
(1955). 
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use its H per nt re ear h anl plaru1iJ10· funds under 2 U.S.C. § 307 
for pmposes of joint developm nt planning (76). For a quisition of 
right-of-way, f d ral fundino· is availabl for the purcha of the fee, 
even when the air rights above a certain level are intended for joint 
levelopment. foreov r, un l r th terms and conditions of Instruc
tional ![ morandum 21-2-69 § IIB (76 · , also O, 5q) certain lands 
adjacent to the ri0 ·ht-of-way fo1· the hi ·hway itself may b acquir d with 
th h lp off dernl fnndino- and to the xtent not required for th high
way, "may be devoted to either public or private uses." 

Certain construction costs are also eligible. Under Interim PPM 
21-19 (79) and Instructional Memorandum 21-2-69 (76) the Federal 
Highway Administration Regional Administrator, or Division Engi
neer, is authorized to approve federal funding for a number of items, 
including the following: platforms above the highway; construction of 
miniparks and the like; site preparation for recreational facilities; 
lighting, landscaping, and the like under a viaduct; and elevating a 
freeway on a structure. Approval of the last item must be concurred 
in by the Federal Highway Administrator. The regulations also set 
out the standards for approving these elements of construction costs. 
These are somewhat imprecise, but refer basically to whether the joint 
development project expenditure would be justified in terms of its con
tribution to the values of the community (70) . Th .. e expendituxe are 
predicated on the Federal Highway A mini ·tration' g nerou · inter
pretation of the term ''construction'' osts a a fo1ed in 23 .s. . 
§ 101(a). The Federal Highway Administration has concluded that 
§ 101(a) must be interpreted in light of the other provisions of Title 23, 
which require that attention be given to local needs, social and environ
mental effects, and urban planning in approving federal-aid highway 
projects.31 

In onclusion it is not cl that federal contributions to construction 
costs for air right de\/' lopment by private interests are apparently 
limited to site acqni. itiou and site improvement costs. In the use of 
airspace above the highway, these would be limited to land adjacent to 
the highway, supporting foundations, columns, decking, tunnel lighting 
or ventilation, and certain utility connections. The private developer 
would, of course, become liable for these costs in his purchase price or 
lease payment. The intent of this contribution is to facilitate highway 
construction, and cannot be interpreted as applying to further improve
ments in the airspace. 

THEORY AND METHODS OF REAL ESTATE VALUATION 

A thol'ough discussion of the theory of real estate value and methods 
of valuation does not appear to be necessary. However, a brief review 
of the central issues will serve to orient the reader and to indicate that 

31 See§§ 109(a) (2), 128(a), 134. 
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the subsequent material on the valuation of air rights is based on com
monly accepted theory and practice. 

At this point, it should be re-stated that the empha i herein is on 
the valuation of income-producing property owned or lea ed by a 
pri at entity. Valuation r lated to tra.n ·a tion b tween public agen
cies is discussed later herein. 

Definition of Value 

Economic theorists have xplained the meaning of value in variou 
terms such as "value in e.·chan ·e," "value in use,' "s •ar ity value," 
"worth " "utility." B cau value can have many in erpretation ·, th 
meaning used in the valuation of real property is important. 

The importance of the factor of use was pointed out in an 1894 
decision 32 by Justice Brewer, who ruled: 

'l'he value of property results from the use to which it is put, and 
varies with the profitableness of that use, present and prospective, 
actual and anticipated. There is no pecuniary value outside of that 
which results from such use. 

In Apprnisa.l T e1"1ninology Mid. Hcindbook (3 p. 192) vah1 of prop
erty ha been defin d as th r lation hip b twe n a thin · de ir d and a 
potential pm ha · l' . he key wor l in this d finition i relationship. 
The apprais l' int rpretation o · value (2, Ch. 2) i be summarized 
as follows: 

The value of real property depends on its relative scarcity and its 
ability to arouse desire for its possession (utility) in the market of a 
purchaser who has the purchasing power (resources) to buy. 

UnlikR most commodities, real property has a characteristic of 
permanence. The full value of real property is equal to th pr ent 
and all future utilities of the property. Estimatino· th · valu of all 
future utilities is the paramount p1·obl )m in real e tat appraisal. 

Feasibility Study 

Inasmuch as use is such an integral part of real property value, 
economists and appraisers examine th feasibility of specific use( ) of 
real prop r ty. f a i ility :tudy i aim d at determinin · wh th r a 
p cific prop rt-y u project or program. •a.n b carried out ucces -

fully. In alma ·t all itnations an apprai · r might encount r, this u. -
e im li a sufficient return on th apital r quired to attract i11ve tor 

to carry out the development in vie'v of the ri k involved. The ref ore, a 
feasibility study requires cal ulatin. · a likely rate of return on invest
ment for the one or more uses envisioned for th property. 

32 C.C.C. & St. Louis v. Victor M. Backus, 1894, as taken from Lum (57). 
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Highest and Best Use 

One of the most difficult aspects in arriving at market value is deter
mination of the factor of use, not only present use but all reasonable 
uses, including the most logical and profitable use to which the land 
is adaptable and available, now or in the reasonably near or clearly 
predictable future ( 57). 

Determination of the most logical and profitable use is accomplished 
by a highest and best use study. This type of study seeks to ascertain 
what particular use of a given parcel will provide the maximum return 
on investment within the constraints of zoning laws and other legal 
limitations. It always involves a particular parcel and never employs 
a single pre-existing development concept. In theory the appraisal 
analyst considers all conceivable uses and analyzes each one to deter
mine the likely rate of return. In actual practice, analysts mentally 
consider many uses but immediately reject most of them as inappro
priate for relatively obvious reasons, mostly having to do with physical 
limitations (i.e., incompatible with surrounding uses, inappropriate 
parcel size, poor access, etc.). The remaining uses are then studied in
tensively through market and/ or marketability studies. 

Every market study examines both the existing and future supply 
of and demand for a certain type of land use within a given geographic 
area. A marketability study applies this general real estate market 
information to a specific piece of property. Both studies may include 
land absorption rates. Neither study requires calculating a likely re
turn on investment or consideration of nonpecuniary factors except as 
they may affect land absorption. In addition, a marketability study dis
cusses specific conditions (such as financing terms, sales techniques, or 
amenities) that would encourage relatively rapid sale or rental of the 
property ( 29) . 

This application of market and marketability study techniques to 
the uses being considered in a highest and best use study will generally 
eliminate several more use possibilities, leaving only two, or perhaps 
three, uses for detailed feasibility analysis. 

The use, or combination of uses in a development concept, that pro
vides the maximum return on investment, as shown by a feasibility 
analysis and within the constraints of legal limitations, represents 
the highest and best use. 

The necessity of considering so many different uses and analytic 
steps makes the highest and best use study one of the most complex 
and difficult of all the economic studies that appraisers must perform. 
As a result, many appraisals contain only cursory examination of all 
but one or two uses, and perhaps incomplete feasibility analyses of 
those. 
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Three Approaches to Valuation 

Any review of appraisal literature will quickly reveal the existence 
and recognition of the so-called ''three approaches to value' '-the cost 
approach, the market or comparables approach, and the income ap
proach. These approaches are the basic framework for appraisal, 
whether it concerns condemnation for highways ( 66) or private real 
estate transactions. 

Reproduction Cost Approach 

In the cost approach an estimate of building cost when new is 
charged with an estimate of accrued depreciation to reflect present 
building value. This indicated building value is then added to the land 
value to reflect market value for the entire property. There are many 
opportunities for error in this approach. First, the questionable as
sumption may be made that cost is equal to value. Second, it should be 
noted that the cost approach provides only a present building value and 
the land value must be determined through some other appraisal tech
nique, usually comparable sales analysis or the market approach. 

Income Approach 

In the income approach, the appraiser is required to estimate three 
things: the amount of anticipated net operating income (gross in
come less operating expenses); the anticipated period of the income 
flow; and the appropriate rate of capitalization to yield a property 
value. All three determinations demand highly developed talents and 
ability on the part of the appraiser. 

Market Approach 

Basically the market approach consists of gathering sales data on as 
many comparable properties as possible. The comparables must be 
reasonably similar to the property being evaluated and the sales should 
be recent. The appraiser then equates each comparable with the sub
ject property by a series of adjustments. These many and varied adjust
ments call for judgmental decisions and are prone to error. Not only 
is the judgmental decision an opening to error, but the market approach 
also requires that an appraiser be thoroughly familiar with all the de
tails of each sale he is using as a comparable. This is a difficult task 
because the :fine details of so many realty transfers are obscure, how
ever available the price. 

Which Method Is Best? 

After reviewing the three approaches to value it is well to ask which 
method is best. A review of leading articles in appraisal magazines 
indicates considerable controversy over the so-called "three ap-
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proaches. '' It is ironic that the solution to the controversy can be 
found by turning to the original source-Frederick M. Babcock. He 
has indicated that his original discussion of three approaches (in the 
1930 's) applied to three separate and distinct properties and valuation 
problems. He insists that the "three approach" system has been 
erroneously twisted to imply that all three approaches be used in a 
valuation and then ''correlated'' into a final value. A restatement of 
Babcock's intent is that the purpose or function of the appraisal will 
determine which approach should and can be used ( 27). 

Much appraisal literature is currently encouraging greater use of 
sophisticated tools developed in the fields of mortgage banking, in
vestment analysis, urban and regional economics, and others. More and 
more appraisals are being made for special classes of property that 
require familiarity and use of modern business methods, such as model 
building and imulation, capital budgeting, regression analysis, and 
after-tax internal rate of TetUJ"n analy is ( 89). 

A cons n ns of th mo t advan · •cl appraisal thinkiu mpha izes the 
centrality of th o.n pt of mark t value or most probable llin ,, price. 

Dilmore (27, p. 20) reminds appraisers that "the value estimate is 
not a denotative fact, but the expression of a probability with a given 
range of error, which can be expressed with a reasonable degree of 
precision." The valuation process to be used in deriving this value 
estimate will be determined by the specifics of the case-the type of 
property, the client, the purpose, and the market data available. 

Leases and Value 

A lease is a legal instrument used by a real property owner (lessor) 
to convey some of his rights in the property to another party (le ee). 
Generally a lease conveys the rights of use and occupancy to the lessee 
for a specified time period and reserves the residue of property rights, 
including the right to collect rents, to the fee owner or lessor. 

The property rights conveyed by a lease are known as the leasehold 
estate. It is evident that interests created, limited, conveyed, or re
served in leases are desired by potential buyers. For this reason a 
major area of concern to appraisers is the study of the influence of 
lease terms on valuation procedures and property values (35). Lease
hold value is created when the fair rental value of the leasehold becomes 
greater than the rent reserved in the lease. This may be influenced by 
improvements to the leasehold property or changing market conditions 
(60). 

CASE STUDIES OF AIRSPACE PROJECTS 

The F )dera] Highway Aclmini tration s 1968 tatus r port on hi 0 ·b-
way joint d v lopm ut and multiple u (85) identified apprff>rimately 
700 proj t propo al-, and tudies in h · njt d Stat '. It is obviou 
that th con pt of hio·hway joint dev lopment ha gain d wid · ·pread 
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acceptance throughout the country. However, a review of the project 
listed cl arly indicates a tendency toward two typ of a v lopment. 
The :first is the use of land und r 1 vated hi ·hways for pnbli parking. 
The second most common use is for public parks or recreation facilities 
adjacent to the highway. 

The space under the highway has been used for the construction of 
buildings in only a small number of cases. Warehousing and storage 
have been the primaTy uses, together with a small number of highway 
maintenance buildings. 

It is important to note that the ropos c1 proje ts covered in the 
1968 status report were generally of a laro·er and mo1·e complex nature 
than the completed projects. Includ d in the propo ·ed category were 
a number of office, hotel, or apartment structures over various high
ways. In addition, numerous site or corridor studies for major multiple
use projects were under way. 

The first impression resulting from the ue::;eriptions of completed 
versus proposed projects was that major projects above the highway, 
being primarily in the proposal stage, were of recent origin and repre
sented a significant expansion in airspace development. As described 
in a later paragraph of this section, a survey of highway departments 
in all 50 States was undertaken to obtain the unent statu of major 
pro;ject . The i11fo1·mation provid 1 by the tat highway ag n i s 
indicates con lu 'i" l tlaa th i: r po ed private and public develop
ments over highways have remained in the proposal stages, or have 
been withdrawn. The current research has identified only 9 private 
developments and 13 major public buildings that actually exist or are 
under construction over highways in the United States, as follows: 

Private lluild·ings 

George Washington Bridge Apts., over the George Washington Bridge 
approach, New York, N.Y. 

Gateway Center, over the Massachusetts Turnpike, Newton, Mass. 
Star Market, over the Massachusetts Turnpike, Newton, Mass. 
Holiday Inn Garage, Reno, Nev. (under construction). 
Sutton Place Apartments, over the F.D.R. Drive, New York, N.Y. 
Prudential Center, over the Massachusetts Turnpike, Boston, Mass. 
Fred Harvey Restaurants ( 5), over Illinois Tollway System, Chicago, 

Ill. 
Warehousing, over Kennedy E:xpr ssway, Chicago, Ill. 
Restaurant, over Will Rog l' nrnpike, Vineta, Okla. 

Public Buildings 

University of Alabama Medical enter, over city street (three lanes 
plus diagonal parking), Birmingham, Ala. 

Hartford ublic Library, over Whiteh ad Freeway, Hartford, Conn. 
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South Portal Air Rights Building (federal office building), over I-95, 
Washington, D.C. 

U.S. Labor Department Building, over I-95, Washington, D.C. 
ub idized housing, over I-95, Washington, D.C. 

Office-hotel structure, over 9th Street Expressway ( S-225), Washing
ton, D.C. 

Prudential Center (including the War Memorial Auditorium), over 
the Massachusetts Turnpike, Boston, Mass. 

U.S. Post Office, over Eisenhower Expressway (I-90), Chicago, Ill. 
City Hall and Parking, over I-195, Fall River, Mass. 
Cobo Hall Convention Center and parking, over John C. Lodge Free

way, Detroit Mich. 
United Nation Building, over F.D.R. Drive, New York, N.Y. 
Bu T rminal, over I-95 approach to George Washington Bridge, New 

York,N.Y. 
County Courthouse Annex, over U.S.141, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Forms of Airspace Development 

The numerous cases of private airspace use under or adjacent to 
highways hav involv d relati ely . mall capital inve tm nts and uncom
plicated apprai al . Parking lot. under viadu t , for example r quir 
little more than a nrvey of compa:rabl land valu or an e timate of 
income in order to tabli h a fair market valu and 1 a e rate. Because 
further development is usually limited to one- or two-story structures 
for commercial, light industrial, or warehousing and storage uses, 
under-viaduct structures do not present a serious appraisal problem. 

Similarly, the private use of land adjacent to the highway involves 
valuation methods and considerations applied in private transactions. 
The fact that public land and air pace al' involved introduc a num
b r of special legal and policy con ideration regardino· th · m an and 
term of conveyan , safety factors, and envirorun ntal recautions. 
Although th fa tor cannot b ignored, they can be incorporated in 
conventional appraisals without serious difficulty. 

Public use of State-owned land and airspace appears to present even 
fewer problems with re•»ard to valuation. Although gift r.la.nses in the 
State constitution may affect conveyance to other public agencies, 
e tablishment of fair market value is generally not r equired if the 
resulting use is of some benefit to the purpose of the highway agency. 
Public development with social or environmental benefits would un
doubtedly be hen fi ial to l · O')lway purpo es al o. 

The most important con ideration involved, even in major construc
tion above the highway, is the allocation of costs among the public 
ag·enci participating in joint development. The most complicated 
e ·ampl involv d the F d ·al ove ·nment, the Di tJ·ict of olumbia, th 
local red v lopment a ·ency, and private interest. in th development 
of an office and hotel complex over th 9th Str t Expre sway. A imi-
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lar approach was used in the Lytle Park air r ights easement for -71 
in in •innati Ohio in whi h th ·ity a •quir cl th n c sary prop rty. 
This form of public joiJ1t d v lopm nt i. al o impl~meJtted in th Lo 
Ang 1 s area for separat i11du trial al1 omm r ial dev lopm nts. 
However, the involvement of the redevelopment agency removes the 
highway agency from direct conveyance to the private interests and 
eliminates the primary valuation problem being studied. Under these 
arrangements, the highway agency and the redevelopment agency share 
in the costs of development, including foundations or decking, with the 
urban renewal agency ultimately valuing and disposing of the fee and 
air rights. The highway agency then retains only a three-dimensional 
easement. 

Public, private, and institutional structures using airspace above 
city streets have also been recognized. The uses range from industrial 
conveyors and pedestrian bridges connecting two buildings, to major 
projects such as the University of Alabama Medical Center in Birming
ham, spanning three lanes of traffic and two sets of diagonal parking 
spaces. These uses do not involve a valuation of the air rights in the 
context of this study, inasmuch as the three-dimensional easements 
have not been sold or leased for monetary considerations. They have, 
however, been the subject of appraisal as a part of the structures in
volved for purposes of sale or taxation. 

Public-private joint development over highways, the primary area 
of concern for this study, is discussed in the next section. 

Private Development over Highways 

Before discussing a number of highway airspace projects that 
appear to have successfully overcome the difficulties involved, a sum
mary of the actual experience is desirable. As previously noted, there 
are only nine known cases of private development over highways. After 
investigation of these projects, it is apparent that they provide little 
empirical information on the full range of factors important to a 
thorough valuation of air rights. The information obtained is useful 
to the development of a recommended valuation procedure. However, 
the differences among the projects in terms of geographic location, 
time, and type of development preclude their use as direct comparables 
to each other or to future projects. 

In addition, differences in the motivation behind the projects present 
a variety of basic development concepts. The George Washington 
Bridge Apartments were promoted by the State, the Port Authority, 
and the city as low-moderate cost housing, with public bidding for the 
site and construction. The Star Market was rebuilt in airspace over 
its original site. Gateway Center, in Newton, was originally suggested 
by the Turnpike Authority as a replacement for city tax losses, then 
privately developed as a real estate investment oppor tunity. P ruden
tial Center was conceived almost eight years before the highway align-
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mont, and later modified cl velopm •nt plans to include a tunnel. Sutton 
Plac Apartmeut were constru ·t d partly on air ri ·hts re erv d by 
th original it owner whcm a highway ea .. ement was sold to tbe ·ity. 
Th I oliday I1m arage is a ca e of air rights a qui ition and utiliza
tion in the assembly of a large site. Restaurants over the highway near 
Chicago, Ill., and Vineta, Okla., are a variation on the concept of locat
ing direct-access service stations and restaurants beside limited-access 
tollways in order to avoid interchanges. Warehouses over the highway 
in Chicago are in their original location, the highway having tunneled 
under the area. 

Valuations of the air rights, as applied in the transactions for the 
Star Market, Gateway Center, and Holiday Inn Garage projects, pro
vide the most relevant information on factors considered. The George 
Washington Bridge Apartments, Sutton Place Apartments, and Pru
dential Center did not require valuations of the air rights by the 
developers before undertaking the projects. 

It is apparent that the greatest potential demand for highway air
space lies in the private market. Public-private joint development over 
highways, however, involves the most extensive legal considerations 
and the most sophisticated valuation procedures, in addition to the 
physical problems and the size of long-term capital investment. The 
lack of development to date stems from the following impediments: 

• The high cost of construction over a major highway, relative to 
land values and construction costs on nearby alternative sites. 

• Major highway alignments through areas of relatively low land 
values wherever possible. 

• Limited availability of depressed highways in potential high-density 
development areas. 

• Unfamiliarity with highway airspace development on the part of 
the private real estate development and financial community. 

• Lack of legislation, policies, procedures, and precedent enabling 
State highway agencies to encourage and expedite airspace develop
ment. 

• Reluctance of State highway ageucies to become involved in large
scale, long-term airspace development. 

The reluctance of State highway agencies has been justified, to a 
great extent, because of unfamiliarity and lack of legislative guidelines, 
and should not be interpreted as a criticism of the agencies. However, 
as described in the section on ''Legal Considerations,'' recent efforts of 
state- and nationwide scope have done much to clarify existing legisla
tion and to encourage the implementation of new legislation and policies 
for the development of airspace. 

In view of the capital investment required for a single project, a 
conservative attitude on the part of the real estate development and 
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financial community appears natural. The few existing projects may 
serve as precedents for further development. As the existing develop
ments prove successful, further interests can be expected where projects 
are economically feasible. 

Cost, location and highway tTu tur are inhibiting factors that may, 
in certain instance , pr 1ud air a e d lopment in even the distant 
future. The e . ential pr r qui itc to development is th demand for 
space, particularly large parcels in areas of fragmented ownership. At 
the present time, market demand for space is sufficient to justify the 
cost of airspace development in many urban areas, but the potential 
users are constrained by legal and procedural uncertainty. 

Highway Agency Experience With Private Development 

In contacting the 50 State highway departments to obtain information 
on current airspace projects, a number of general questions were asked 
regarding policies, procedures, and problems of airspace 1 v lopmenL 
Because the survey was informal, the responses were not tabulated but 
have been briefly summarized. 

The right-of-way office is the department most often responsible for 
airspace disposition and control. In a number of States, a department 
of property management has also been established. In California, a 
department of airspace development is responsible for promotion, 
implementation, and control of airspace projects. In every State, high
way agency personnel were well aware of the problems and the potential 
of public-private joint development. For the most part, right-of-way 
personnel were familiar with the literature on the appraisal of air 
rights. 

Most of the Rt.at.es that have already utilized highway airspace, or 
that are actively engaged in reviewing major development proposals, 
have made use of outside consultants to prepare feasibility studies. In 
addition, many new highway planning efforts are automatically con
sidering the joint development possibilities so that coordinated planning 
efforts can maximize the location and construction of future highways. 

Independent consultants have also been called upon to study portions 
of existing highway /freeway, particularly within or near the downtown 
sector of major metropolitan areas. For example, the State highway 
agency in Nebraska contracted the services of an outside consultant to 
study the highest and best use of a six-block area of Interstate 480. The 
feasibility report is being used to guide the highway department in 
developing the air rights under the viaduct for maximum value and 
public good. 

The State of Washington has an independent consultant reviewing 
the entire highway network to determine developable areas. This is a 
major undertaking, however, and will probably provide general recom
mendations similar to those made by transportation master plans. 
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At the time of writing this paper only two States (Connecticut and 
New York) have passed laws specifically authorizing use, control, and 
disposition of airspace by the highway agency. Several agencies indi
cated that by statute they cannot sell, lease, or dispose of any highway 
right-of-way. In all States disposition by sale requires that the right
of-way, or any portion thereof, be declared excess. Even in cases of 
leasing, some agencies must declare the right-of-way as ''excess with 
need for retention.'' 

The consensus shows strong support in favor of the highway depart
ment retaining full control of the right-of-way. As a consequence, al
though many agencies are not prohibited from selling airspace over or 
under the right-of-way, only a few indicated a willingness to sell air
space. 

The primary reason given for avoiding sale was the need to retain 
control of the highway. A few agencies expressed concern with the 
idea of changing safety standards that might require higher clearances. 
Also, the need to retain a capability to expand the highway is of prime 
importance in certain areas. 

A number of States prefer to discourage use of airspace over the 
highway, and in some cases under the highway. In contrast, the New 
York State Thruway Authority is actively advertising airspace avail
ability ·with prnmotional bro hur . alifornia ha· also ompil cl ou-
iderable promotional material for joint dcv lopm nt. Th Divi ion of 
Iighways in rizona ha t"C iv d hundreds of "letter of int nt" 

regar ling joi11 c1 velopm nt of right-of-\\ ay including air ·pace, for 
the Papago Freeway, currently under design and acqui ·ition. The 
interest has been so great that they are considering the pr paration of 
promotional material when the entire corridor has been acquired. Most 
States have actively promoted over- and under-highway airspace utiliza
tion for public uses, especially parks, playgrounds, and other recrea
tional applications. 

All highway agencies, by policy, require conformance with local 
zoning and building codes. In some States, this policy is enforced by 
statute. A great many highway departments discussed various methods 
they have employed, including citizen participation in the review of 
proposals for highway air rights as well as new route locations. 

Lease of airspace for public or quasi-public purposes is made free 
of charge in all States. A few States have indicated, however, that a 
subsequent sublease of airspace, or any highway right-of-way, to a 
nonpublic user would require sharing the rental revenue with the high
way agency. 

The majority of all airspace uses are under viaducts, with the most 
prevalent use being public parking, seconded by recreational uses and 
storage. In the sense that no supporting structures are required, use 
of airspace under the viaduct is really surface use with certain height 
and safety restrictions. 
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Because the majority of airspace cases involve public or quasi
public uses, valuation of the airspace is seldom required or performed. 
In the case of private and commercial users of airspace, excepting the 
major projects noted previously, rentals are based on the market as 
indicated by comparables. Many highway agencies use the services of 
independent appraisers as well as their own staff appraisers. Several 
States have regulations requiring that the rental fee provide a minimum 
annual return either on the market value or on the condemnation pur
chase price of the property. Where required, the annual figures ranged 
from 5 to 8 percent. 

Other State regulations relate to the user of airspace. For example, 
in many States there is a priority rating that allows private or com
mercial use of airspace, or any portion of right-of-way, only by (1) the 
adjacent owner, or (2) the prior owner, or (3) an owner with direct 
access. In such cases the rental fee may be negotiated. Other States 
often allow prior or adjacent owners first right of refusal on right-of
way before entering into negotiation with another developer or offer
ing the property on the market. 

Many States require that leases of public land, including highway air
space, be advertised and sold or leased by sealed bid. The value is 
usually established by appraisal, with the minimum acceptable bid 
sometimes set slightly below the estimated fair market value. 

With regard to the term of the lease, several States have regulations 
that allow issuance of leases for right-of-way for a period ranging from 
only one year, renewable, to ten years renewable. These short-term 
limitations preclude any major development of the leased area. Many 
States have indicated that they will tailor the lease tenure to the pro
posed use so that improvements may be amortized. In the States where 
airspace development over highways has occurred, long-term leases 
have been negotiated. 

As noted previously, the most common method of appraisal of air
space has been the use of comparables. This approach is most adequate 
where the use is under a viaduct or on right-of-way adjacent to the high
way. Although the personnel contacted were thoroughly familiar with 
the more sophisticated methods of the income approach, the few 
major private developments obviously provide little experience in its 
application to the value of air rights. 

Nevertheless, there was a strong consensus that the valuation proce
dure is not a serious deterrent to airspace development. The majority 
of highway agency personnel contacted believed that the primary 
reason so few developers from the private commercial sector have been 
involved in airspace development over highways is that, even in urban 
areas, very few cities are so densely developed that land becomes scarce 
enough to generate demand for highway airspace. It is generally as
sumed, with the exception of a limited number of areas, that comparable 
or substitute land values do not equal or exceed the cost of development 
of airspace. 
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Case Studies 

eorge Washington Bridge .Apa1·tm.ents, New ork ity.- The well
lmown ca ·e of air spa e d · v 1 pme11 i the apartm nt ompl •, ove1· the 

orge \"V ashington Briel · approach in N w York ity. Th four 2-
story apm:tment buildings constru ted in 1961-62 ontain 960 tmit · plu 
parking. Th y occup a thr -acr " ito over tw Iv . lanes of depre. sed 
expr . way, with four cl ar ·pan of approximately 44 ft ach. iVide 
opening b tween th building rovi. e natural ventilation. 

An excellent discu sion of this proj ct by Whit (91) has received 
wide pread distribution., and i.- not r peated h re. It is ,.mpo1·taut o 
note that th airspa was ol] h1·oun·h publi auction an l not on th 
basis of a predet ,rmin d valuati n by ith r the buyer or the Her. A 
feasibility stud wa pr pared in 1956 for he N w York Port.Authority 
whi ·h tl1m1 ap;r ed to quitclaim th ail.' rip;l1 l. to th , i y of N w · ork 
without compen ·ation, for sal at public auction. 

Th liscu sion note. that prev.iou i:1 pla1mi11g. tud1e had not visualized 
th density of the roject and uo·g ·ts that it was influenced by the 
purchase price. A rece11t di ·us ion ·wit11 1 r. VI hit on:firm d th 
obviou impli ation that a detailed valuation stud r wa. not perfo1·med 
b fore th sal . Th ratt r orporation '. purcha · pt:ic of $1,065,-

Figure 3. Apartments and bus station over George Washington Bridge 
approach, New York City. (July 1963 photo, courtesy of The Port of 

New York Authority.) 
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000, th high st bi 1, vas base :t 011 informal ·tudics and their eXJ)eri
enc 'vith real state dev lopm nt in J w York City. 

ne of th most ·ignificant factors iu this proje t wa the offer by 
the Port Authority to incur the cost of b am b aring at in the re
tainin · walls, column footing b tw en th fa·affi lan • , and lighting 
. quipmen and ventilation below tli . tructur . 1 o important were 
th low d bt ervic fa tor of .05 I ere nt provi led by New York tate 
und r th Limit rofit Hou. in · ompani • Law, th r d11 ed prop-
rty'tax a s s m. nt by the ·ity and the limitation of the ponsor 's re

tnrn on quity in ·tm t to 5 percent. 
Ml·. VI hite's hypoth tical valuation (.91) re ult d in an air right 

value that wa. T a onably clo, to the a tnal pri e. Althou ·h th 
probl m of fnm ·, u, 1 a ·1 cli ount actor in the valuation, re ulted 
in a r vi ion f th J · w rk .ity nilding od to for tall imilar 
open ventilation ( 84), the project has been :financially successful. 

Gateio.,a.y C n;t 1', N ewto11, ilrfoss.- Gat wa C nter provide an excel
lent •ampl of privat r al tat market action in sel tii1g an air 
rig:ht. loc~_t.io11 ~-s an L1t~r11ative to ctl1cr sites. The dcvclcpmc11t ,"vus 
initiated in April 1966, and completed in June 1971. It consists of a 
9-story office building, 12-story hotel and restaurant, and 6-story 

Figurn 4. Gateway Genter, over Massachusetts Turnpike in Newton, Mass. (June 
1971 photo by Marshall and Stevens, Inc.) 
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garage. The Massachusetts Turnpike Authority is fee owner of the 
entire site; however, only portions of the hotel, garage, driveway, and 
sidewalks are over the Turnpike and two railroad tracks. 

The site was selected on the basis of its favorable prospects for com
mercial development, and the developer is quite satisfied with the loca
tion.33 The site is located approximately 8 miles from Boston via the 
Massachusetts Turnpike, with an interchange nearby. The highway and 
railroad are sufficiently depressed to permit construction at grade with 
parallel surface streets on either side, providing excellent access to the 
site and an additional highway crossing. Surrounding land uses consist 
of two- and three-story neighborhood commercial, office, and apartment 
buildings. The area, referred to as Newton Corner, was unzoned at the 
inception of the project, and was zoned through the efforts of the Turn
pike Authority and the developer. However, the Turnpike Authority 
had suggested commercial development of the air rights to the City of 
Newton in 1963, during construction of the highway. 34 The Community 
Renewal Program also recommended development of the air rights. 

The developer conducted a thorough feasibility study, but not an 
appraisal of the air rights. In view of the location and information pro
vided by the Turnpike Authority, an appraisal of the air rights by the 
developer was not necessary. The Turnpike Authority estimated the 
value of the air rights on the basis of comparable land values, less ex
cess construction costs, excess labor costs due to work stoppage during 
peak commuting hours, and the costs of labor on Saturdays and Sun
days. Land values were estimated at $3.00 per square foot, with the 
increased costs of construction reducing the airspace value to $1.50 
per square foot. Rent was set at 8 percent of land value on the land 
occupied and the same percentage on the airspace.35 

In the developer's opinion, the use of airspace resulted in approxi
mately the same total costs as a similar project on fee land. He noted 
that extra utility costs were minor, because much of the project is on 
land adjacent to the highway, the first level is on grade with existing 
streets, and the wide spans are over only three lanes. No special pro
tection from fumes or vibration was required. Precise estimates of 
cost on an alternative Rite Wfffe not made, making it impossible to test 
any assumptions regarding additional construction costs due to air
space use. 

In view of the developer's acceptance of the estimated value of the 
air rights, it is reasonable to conclude that any excess construction costs 
above $1.50 per square foot were off set by the benefits of a readily 
assembled parcel, a prime location, and land costs on an alternative 

33 Interview with Michael C. Madeira, 
Development Manager, Gateway Realty 
Trust, Lessee. 

34 Memorandum, James A. Miller, Plan-

ning Director, City of Newton, April 17, 
1967. 

35 Interview with John M. Mc Cue, Chief 
Real Estate Officer, Massachusetts Turnpike 
Authority, June 1971. 
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site. At the present time, the development is not fully assessed for 
property tax purposes, because it has just reached completion and is 
not fully occupied.36 Although the Turnpike Authority is subject to 
local taxation on improvements when land or air rights are leased, the 
responsibility for all taxes is transferred to the lessee. Final details on 
the method or extent to which property taxes will be applied were 
unavailable. 

The mortgage holder is satisfied with the project and will consider 
financing others. 37 An air rights project is considered similar to a lease
hold loan. A slight premuim (unspecified) in the interest rate was 
charged, but the amount of the premium depends on the degree of addi
tional risk, if any, involved. 

The Turnpike Authority subjected the project to full review and 
approval by the City before proceeding. After study by the City Plan
ning Department, it was concluded that the project was beneficial in 
uniting a portion of the community, stimulating economic development, 
and replacing property on the tax rolls, and did not cause traffic or 
environmental pro bl ems. 34 

Star Market, Newton, Mass.-The Star Market is located approxi
mately H- miles from the Gateway Center. It is likely to remain a 
rarity in airspace development, and appears to be an example of mis
placed development (84). However, information provided by the 
Massachusetts Turnpike Authority has clarified the rationale for its 
location and use of airspace. 38 

The market was an important feature in the small neighborhood 
shopping center of N ewtonville when highway construction in 1962- 63 
required a portion of the site. Relocation of the market would have 
had a severe impact on the immediate area. The Turnpike Authority 
acquired the site, then leased the air rights back to the market. The 
lease rate was set at a percentage of site value less additional costs in
curred in rebuilding over the highway. A major portion of the excess 
costs were paid by the Turnpike Authority as part of the highway 
construction. 

The case is an interesting example, and indicates the advantages of 
airspace development during highway construction in reducing costs. 
However, it is difficult to anticipate a repetition of the circumstances 
for other relatively low land value uses. 

Holiday Inn Parking Garage, Reno, N ev.-Parking garages have 
been suggested as one of the most appropriate uses of highway air 
space. This development represents a relatively common situation for 
their construction by a private interest. 

3 6 Interview with Isabelle R. Mackey, 
Real Estate Tax Assessor, Cit~' of Newton, 
l\fass. 

R7 Interview with Richard Ellis, Mortgage 

Officer, Connecticut General Life Insurance 
Company, Hartford, Conn. 

38 Interview with John H. McCue, Chief 
Real Estate Officer, Massachusetts Turn
pike Authority. 
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Figure 5. Star Market, over Massachusetts Turnpike in Newton, Mass. 
(October 1966 photo by Real Estate Research Co1-p.) 

The developer required the assembly of a parcel large enough for a 
hotel, casino, and parking structure in the downtown area. As a result 
of the fractionalization of land ownership in the area, it was suggested 
that a arc 1 abuttino· h fp way ( - 0) 1 acquired in fee for th 
hotel and asino m.1 i ~- 1 a · f th . air rights ov ~r th fre -way b 
negoiiat l for ·on tru tion of th - four-1 v 1 arkino· garag .no fter 
an ext nsive period of ne0 ·otiation (mor than two . eal' ) th proj ct i 
presently in the initial construction stages. The freeway is expected 
to be completed within the next three years. 

The location has high visibility from the freeway, an exchange 
within one-half mile, and good access to surface streets. Consideration 
has been given to further construction of hotel rooms over the garage. 

An ap rai al of th air rights was c l du tel l . th highway a ·ency, 
using comparable land values, plus a ·· ml ly and vi ib-ilit. ben fit , less 
excess cost of onstruction.4° At th c1 velop >1 · 's r quest, an inde
pendent appraisal was conducted. This resulted in a slightly lower 
value, which was :finally accepted by both parties.'11 The only significant 

39 Interview with Gene R. Brown, Gene 
R. Brown Co., realtors for the transaction. 

40 Interviews with Richard R. Cordain, 
SupervisoJ-·, Department of Relocation and 
Property Management, and Ernest Nord, 

Division of Right-of-Way, Department of 
Highways. 

-11 Interview ·with William G. Kimmel, 
l\I.A.I., Reno, Nevada, independent ap
praiser. 
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difference between the two appraisals was the comparable land values 
used. At the highway agency's request, the air rights were valued on 
the basis of the garage only, and did not involve the adjoining structures. 
Because the garage is a service function, an income approach could 
not be used. 

The developer is responsible for all construction costs, tunnel lighting, 
and pollution sensors, and their future maintenance. Property taxes, 
including those on the value of the air rights, are also the developer's 
responsibility. The excess construction costs were estimated at ap
proximately $7 or $8 per square foot, leaving a similar residual air 
rights value. However, a nominal payment of $100 per year is required 
until the freeway is completed. At that time, the lease rate will be 
$31,000 per year. 41 Reappraisal is required in five years, which would 
tend to reduce the importance of the initial valuation. It does, however, 
suggest an interesting approach to valuation before a joint develop
ment project is completed. 

The developer experienced minor difficulty in obtaining :financing. 
Tt was neeessar3r to obtain modification cf the State la'v in order to 
establish the highway agency's authority to lease the air rights before 
mortgage insurance could be obtained. Other than a short delay, the 
lease of air rights did not hamper :financing.39 

Sutton Place Apartments, New Yark City.-Sutton Place Apart
ments consist of two adjacent high-rise apartment buildings, portions 
of which are built over the Franklin D. Roosevelt Drive, along the East 
River between 54th and 56th Streets. The project is presently a co
operative, owned by the tenants. 

Contacts with the present management agency 42 and attempts to 
eontact the original developers ·13 were unproductive with regard to 
valuation factors considered in the original development decision. This 
was understandable, considering that the project was constructed more 
than 20 years ago. The management agency did indicate, however, that 
tenant owners have not complained of noise, fumes, or vibration from 
the heavily traveled highway below. 

The origin of the project remains somewhat obscure. It was deter
mined, however, that the original landowners sold a three-dimensional 
easement, in fee, to the City of New York for construction of the 
double-deck highway. The owners retained the air rights above a 
designated plane. When development was later considered, it was 
recognized that the use of the air rights would add substantial value to 
the remaining narrow parcel of fee land. Permission to use the air 
rights was granted, apparently without consideration, by the city.44 

42 Interview with John Pasco, Douglas 
Elliman & Co., N. Y., N. Y. 

43 Cohen Bros. Construction Co., N. Y., 
N.Y. 

44 Interview with Alfred Schimmel, Ap
praiser, New York City Department of 
Highways. 
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Figure 6. Sutton Place .Apartments, over Fmnklin D. Roosevelt Drive, New York 
City. (October 1966 photo by Real Estate Research Corp.) 

The only known appraisal was conducted for property tax purposeS.45 

The conventional income capitalization approach was used, based on 
gross income less return on investment in the building to yield residual 
income to the ground and air rights. In the appraiser's opinion, this 
is the only valid approach to determining the value of air rights in 
similar projects after the project is in operation. Unfortunately, it 
does not require consideration of specific airspace factors, as would a 
valuation of the air rights before development. 

Prudential Center, Boston, Mass.-The Prudential Center is an 
excellent example of joint development in which the fee owner, Pru
dential Insurance Company, conveyed an easement to the Massachu
setts Turnpike Authority for the highway and the Penn Central Rail
road before construction was begun. Turnpike Authority permission 
was then obtained for construction over the easement. Prudential pur
chased the site from the Boston Redevelopment Agency in 1950 and 
conveyed the easement in 1962. The highway and railroad tunnel was 
constructed at the same time as Prudential Center, with the section of 
highway being completed in 1965. 

The development consists of a 52-story office tower, Sheraton Hotel, 

45 Conducted by Alfred Schimmel, Prop- the time of the appraisal. 
erty Manager, Douglas Elliman & Co., at 
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Figitre 7. Prndential (Jenter, 11n:th War Memorial .A1tdi
torium in foreground, over Massachusetts Turnpike, 
Boston. Office tower and hotel utilize airspace beside 
the highway. (October 1966 photo by Real Estate Re-

search Corp.) 

two apartment towers, a parking garage, a shopping center, and a 
plaza. The shopping center and plaza are the only structures over the 
easement at the present time. Adjacent to the complex, Boston's War 
Memorial Auditorium is also constructed over the Turnpike. Turnpike 
Authority permission is required for further development over the 
easement. 

Unfortunately, this project does not provide valuation data on the 
airspace from the developer's point of view. No consideratioin was 
given to air rights at the inception of the project,46 and as far as is 

46 Interviews with John J. Wilson, Vice 
President, and Roger Heinen, Real Estate 

Department, Prudential Insurance Com
pany. 
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known the numerous considerations involved in airspace development 
have not been explicity valued. The price paid for the easement by the 
Turnpike Authority was negotiated in 1958 at approximately $4 per 
square foot, 47 which appears to have been extremely reasonable, given 
the intensive use of the site and its location near downtown Boston. 
The Turnpike Authority paid additional costs of tunnel construction 
and is responsible for tunnel maintenance costs. 

Private Development over Railroads 

Railroad airspace development over the past 70 years provides the 
greatest number of case studies of major structures over transportation 
rights-of-way. Although the appraisal profession has used the valua
tion techniques developed by the railroads as material for present 
theory and practice, there are three major differences that limit the use
fulness of railroad airspace experience. First, the railroads are private 
entities and have the power to enter into a joint financial venture with a 
private developer. In addition, the railroads have traditionally been 
recognized as members of the investment community, operating under 
a similar set of motivations and policies as other sectors of the private 
economy, and lacking the State's power of condemnation. Second, the 
railroads are not constrained by ''highway purpose'' or ''public good'' 
considerations, as is the State highway agency. Although development 
may not interfere with railroad operation, and they are regulated at 
the State and Federal level, numerous railroads have formed subsidiary 
real estate development corporations to communicate and negotiate 
on an qual ba is with private iiwe tor . 

Finally, and perhaps mo t important, the physical problems of 
constn1ction o-v r railroad rio·ht-of-way are significantly different from 
those over highway right-of-way. Supporting columns can be located 
between the fixed rail lines with much more flexibility and closer toler
ances than between highway lanes. In numerous cases, normal column 
spacing has been achieved, eliminating the need for wide spans. Safety 
considerations, in terms of protection for the railroad and passengers, 
are minimal. The probability of collision, relative to that on highways, 
is insignificant due to lower speeds and automatic controls. Since the 
advent of electric locomotive power, ventilation requirements have be
come minimal and much longer enclosures are possible. Traffic inter
ruption during construction over railroads can be minimized, but is dif
ficult and costly to avoid over existing highways. Despite these sig
nificant differences between highway and railroad airspace develop
ment, the general background of railroad airspace use is informative. 

The Park Avenue development in New York City represents the 
origin of significant air rights use in this country. The wide, depressed 

47 Interview with John H. McCue, Chief pike Authority. 
Real Estate Officer, Massachusetts Turn-
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Figure 8. Park Avenue (New York City) in 1903, looking south f1·om 50th 
Street, when occupied by the New York Central Railroad. 

right-of-way was considered detrimental to the surrounding environ
ment. Under pressure from the city, the New York Central Railroad 
undertook the decking of approximately 20 acres, north of Grand 
Central Terminal. Beginning in 1913, the project included Park Ave
nue and numerous major structures, eventually including the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel, the Pan Am Building, and numerous other hotels, office 
buildings, and high-rise luxury apartments. Other projects in and 
around New York City are currently under development. 

Chicago experienced significant requests for air rights over railroad 
right-of-way around 1930. The Daily News Building and the Merchan
dise Mart were the earliest structures, with the Prudential Mid
American Building and the twin Marina Towers being constructed in 
the 1950 's. Extensive use of Illinois Central Railroad air rights con
tinues today, especially in the area south of downtown, along Lake 
Michigan. 

In Philadelphia, the Penn Center project provided more than 20 
acres of prime space just west of City Hall in the early 1950's. The 
Pennsylvania Railroad's elevated rail yard, terminating at the City 
Hall, was scheduled for demolition. In cooperation with the city, the 
remaining tracks and passenger station were placed underground, thus 
eliminating a major barrier (known locally as the "Chinese Wall") 
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Figure 9. Park Avenue in the 1930's, after development 
over the New York Central right-of-wwy. 
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and permitting a westward expansion of the central city for approxi
mately one mile. The air rights development now includes major office 
buildings, hotels, and combined high-rise office-apartment buildings. 

Numerous individual cases of railroad air rights development exist 
in these and other cities (93, Ch. VII). A complete inventory would be 
of questionable value; it is clear that such development is a continuing 
phenomenon with new cases to be added every year. The most sig
nificant factor in the development of railroad air rights, with few 
exceptions, has been their location in central, high land value areas of 
cities. The historical development of the city around the railroad right
of-way and terminals has provided the demand for use of the airspace. 

Valuation has not been a serious issue in the history of railroad air
space development, probably because commercial transactions between 
private parties are seldom subject to judicial review. (It is noted that 
the value of air rights has apparently never been established in court 
other than in instances of public condemnation.) Also, although rail-
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Figure 10. The 59-story Pan Am Building, over two 
levels of railroad track, New York City. 

roads are required to maintain records of the value of their assets, 
including land and air rights thereon, accounting records normally 
differ substantially from actual valuation at the time of sale or lease. 

One method of valuation employed by the Illinois Central Railroad 
has led to the mistaken impression that air rights were merely valued 
at an arbitrary percentage of the underlying fee value. The actual 
approach was somewhat more realistic and, although it usually resulted 
in a lower than fee value, the percentage was a result of the valuation 
rather than the basis for it. 

As described by the Illinois Central (93, p. 323), the fee value of the 
land was :first estimated by normal appraisal methods, with an addition 
for assembly of a large parcel. The second step involved estimation of 
total floor area permitted by the zoning limitations, assuming develop
ment to the highest and best use. The unavailable floor area, as a result 
of the volume of space retained by the Railroad, was deducted from the 
total. The ratio of the available floor area to total floor area was then 
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Figure 11. Penn Center (Philadelphia) in 1950, looking 
west from City Hall, as occupied by elevated tracks and 

station of the Pennsylvania Railroad. 
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applied, to the estimated value of the fee to obtain the value of the air 
rights. Wide variations in the ratio can, and in fact did, result, because 
each parcel was treated separately. The methods referred to have been 
used in the past, but the Illinois Central is continually reviewing, up
dating, and improving its method of valuation as new information be
comes available. 

A similar approach, using the dollar value of a square foot of build
ing space, is commonly applied in midtown Manhattan, where land 
prices force development to the highest and best use permitted by floor 
area ratios.48 In the densest urban centers, such as Manhattan and 
Chicago, comparable square foot values for building space are rela
tively easy to establish. Two interesting examples of this approach in 
Manhattan are the sale of excess airspace over St. Peter's Center, and 
the purchase of the airspace on an adjacent parcel for the Seagram 
Building. 

Inquiry into the Penn-Central air rights transactions was kept to a 

48 Interview with Robert Quinlan, James New York, N.Y. 
B. Landauer Co., Valuation Consultants, 
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Figure 12. Penn Genter in 1965, after tracks and station 
were placed iinderground. 

mm1mum in view of the Railroad's bankruptcy and pending sale of 
approximately ten blocks of air rights in the Park Avenue area. Ap
praisern for the Railroacl inclicatecl that an income approach was being 
used to value the property. Each parcel is being treated separately, with 
full consideration of its specific locational factors and income produc
tion.49 It was also indicated that the long history of air rights in New 
York City has eliminated any financial risk premiums for the use of 
airspace. Other experienced appraisers voiced their opinion that the 
income approach was the most realistic method of valuing developed 
air rights from a private purchaser's viewpoint.50 

Two recent developments in Chicago were investigated during this 
study. The Outer Drive East Apartments, a 40-story, 940-unit, luxury 
apartment building, is not actually over operating right-of-way. Tracks 
were removed before construction began in 1962. The building is at 
grade with the Outer Drive and Randolph Street, providing excellent 
access. 

49 Interview with John P. Dolman, 
Executive Vice President, Jackson-Cross 
and Co., appraisers for the Penn-Central 
Railroad. 

50 Interview with J ohn R. White, Execu
tive Vice President, James B. Landauer 
Co., N. Y., N. Y.; and Alfred Schimmel, 
Appraiser, New York City Department of 
Highways. 
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Figure 13. Outer Drive East A partments (Chicago), with Prudential Building and 
Randolph T erminal area in background over Illinois Central Railroad dght-of-way. 

(August 1966 photo, courtesy of Prudential Insurance Company of America.) 

Figure 14. Outer Drive East Apartments; detail of foundation. (June 1971 photo 
by Marshall and Stevens, Inc.) 
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The air ri ·hts for approximately 90,000 q ft wer pur hased in 1961 
at a pri of $35.00 per sq1mre foot, aft r n gotiation with th linoi 

enb:al Raihoad. r. 1 1ai. on lot for the su.ppol'ting colnmn, wer in-
clnd cl iu th total price, but w ·e not co ted s parat ly. Th initial 
valuation by th Railroa l was ba d on th traditional approa h pr -
viou ly s ribed. 

The only significant increase in construction costs resulted from 
portions of the lower level being at 32 ft above ground. Basement and 
utility space is at ground level. The total excess construction cost 
resulting from th us of air rights wa timate l at 1 to 2 perc nt 
ina much a th foun lations and supporting olumn were similar to 
tho requir d on oth r it . Total project o t were $27 miDi.on. 

Th mortga · holder indicated that financing was no different from 
that -mployed in a fe project.r. 2 It wa noted that FHA in tn:anc wa 
obtained on the $20 million mortgage. However, the mortgage holder 
indicated that it would consider other air rights projects without FHA 
assistance. 

At the time of writing thiR papP-r, lllinois Central Industries and 
Ogden Corporation were involved in a joint development -proje t 
tentatively planned to include a major office building, two 1,000-unit 
apartment building , a 1,250-room hotel, , hops, restaurant , and an 

mtrak rail c nter.Ga Th offi b11ilding wa he1ul d for on tru ti n 
in late 1971 at an timated cost of $4-0 million. 0th r po ·tiou,· of th 
proj t w re s h - :tul to tart in 1972. Th plans timing and co t. 
are tentative and do not represent the final development that may occur. 

Boundaries of the site have not been finalized; however, the general 
location is south of the Outer Drive East Apartments, between the 
Outer Drive and Lake Michigan. Much of the construction will hP- ovp,r 
the Illinois Central tracks. 

Because the project is being undertaken as a joint venture, convey
ance of the air rights is not required-valuation of the air rights is 
internal to the project. Joint financing is also involved, and it was 
stated that air rights projects are neither more difficult nor more 
expensive than conventional fee projects. 

Property taxes, according to the assessor's office, are levied on the 
improvements and the value of the air rights when developed. A new 
taxing formula is presently being developed. However, in the past a 
residual approach has been used in which the excess construction costs, 
time delays, and income losses were considered in valuing the air 
rights.~• 

61 nt01·view with How1ll'd Ross, Jupiter 
Corpomtion, O\l'ner-developer. 

52 Interview with tev n Cohn, Green
baum fott age Co., mortgao-e holder. 

53 Interviews with H. S. Jensen, Illinois 

Central Industries; and Robert Levina, 
Ogden Development Corporation. 

54 Interview with Joseph A. Scheibel, 
Chief of Real Estate Division, Cook County 
Assessor's Office. 
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RECOMMENDED METHOD FOR VALUATION OF AIRSPACE 

On the basis of discussions with representatives of State highway 
agencies and private appraisers, it is concluded that there is widespread 
agreement on the most appropriate method of appraising highway air
space. With the exception of five States, the private use of airspace 
has been limited to that above land adjacent to the highway or under 
viaducts. As described in the section on ''Case Studies of Airspace 
Projects,'' the income or comparable sales methods of valuation are 
most appropriate and therefore most widely accepted for under
highway uses. Parking lot improvements, under-viaduct buildings, or 
buildings adjacent to the right-of-way, entail relatively simple valuation 
exercises. A detailed statement of the techniques and factors to be 
considered does not appear to be necessary for these uses. 

However, the construction of major private buildings over highways 
presents one of the most detailed, if not conceptually difficult, valua
tion approaches in modern real estate appraisal. This section presents 
a thorough description of the recommended method of appraising air
space over a highway where the airspace is to be leased to a private 
real estate developer for construction of a major building or complex 
of buildings. The factors considered are necessarily comprehensive, 
and are therefore sufficiently inclusive for the valuation of any private 
development on highway right-of-way. 

Much of the discussion material related to the valuation factors has 
been confirmed during thiR Rtudy and represents the current opinions 
of experienced highway agency personnel, private appraisers, and 
real estate interests. However, the underlying considerations were 
described in 1930 with regard to the Chicago Merchandise Mart and 
Daily News Buildings over Illinois Central Railroad right-of-way (.23). 
It is interesting to note that the authors of this article argued against 
any use of a rule of thumb employing a ratio of airspace value to fee 
value for appraisal purposes. Although their conclusion that each case 
must be treated in full detail has stood the test of time, the use of ratios 
has been proven unacceptable. 

Numerous articles on airspace valuation have been published since 
1930, primarily concerned with airspace over railroads (see App. B). 
A review of many of these indicates little conceptual disagreement 
among the proposed methods of valuation. Although various authors 
have considered different items, the basic methodology has not been 
significantly altered in 40 years. Wright (93) gives an excellent sum
mary of the historical development of airspace valuation. Although 
he claims to present only an introduction, his discussion on airspace 
valuation (93, Ch. IX) should be considered indispensable to the at
torney as well as the appraiser. The summary is sufficiently compre
hensive; any attempt to repeat or expand on it would be of little 
marginal value. The appraiser with experience in airspace valuation 
undoubtedly will have read the many articles cited. The novice should 
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study at least the selected articles noted in Appendix B of this paper. 
The description of a recommended valuation approach resulting from 

this study is essentially a detailed variation of the Kuehnle method 
(50). Wright (93, p. 341) notes: 

In the last analysis, therefore, it would appear that the Kuehnle 
method of commercial airspace valuation and related derivations are of 
sufficient theoretical soundness to be able to withstand any judicial 
scrutiny which might ultimately be applied, as far as the legitimacy 
of the methodological framework is concerned. 

A not :I pr viou ly highway air pace valnation has not rec ived 
the judicial cruti11y required to pro e or di prov this opinion. It is 
entir 1. unlikely that the method d cribe l h r in will be rejected 
unless a more acceptable framework for valuation is developed. There 
is no evidence of any attempts in this direction at the present time. 
It can be anticipated, however, that the actual values placed on a single 
valuation factor will be open to controversy, given the subjective nature 
of the appraisal process. 

The valuation methodology described in the following represents a 
formalization of the approach employed by commercial real estate 
developers in determining the offer or bid price for a site. Experienced 
developers are, in most cases, familiar with the over-all real estate 
market, land prices, construction costs, rent levels, and financing terms 
in their geographic area of interest. It is safe to assume that the most 
experienced developers undertake the least formal valuation studies, 
especially in areas and projects in which they have been successful. 

A basic approach would usually involve the following items, and 
might not require more t.han a few days of the developer's time to pre
pare his offer or bid price for an available site: 

• Determination of the highest and best use (or his intended use) 
and appropriate structure. 

• Selection of an approximate land value, based on the sales prices 
of comparable sites. 

• Estimation of site development and construction costs. 
• Estimation of square-foot rents, gross income, operating costs, 

and net income. 
• Estimation of debt service, taxes, and net profit. 
• Calculation of the estimated return on equity. 

The compari~;on of the resulting return on equity with the desired 
return, if unfavorable, results in a reconsideration of all factors in
volved. However, if it is impossible to achieve the desired project and 
rate of return using the assumed land value, the analysis is recalculated 
to determine the land price that will provide the desired rate of return. 
A significantly lower off er or bid is then made in order to begin negotia
tion toward a final purchase price. 
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The effort involved can range from calculations of a very preliminary 
nature to a thorough feasibility study incorporating architectural, engi
neering, city planning, real estate, legal, and financial advisory ser
vices. Regardless of the effort expended or the mathematical approach, 
there is no significant difference between actual practice and the 
established theories of land economics, real estate investment, and 
appraisal. The process involves element of the cost, market, and 
income methods of appraisal, with th de ired after-tax rate of return 
as the critical parameter for the developer. 

The recommended method of valuation assumes an extensive and 
co tly tudy fol' a particular ite. However, the hi0 ·hway ao·ency' 
re pon ibility in th ev nt of finan ial failur ·' of a major proj ct is too 

riou to permit uneconomi al l v Jopme11t. A urning a11 l d scribin11• 

a compr h nsive study to b ma e by the d velo er b for actual 
conveyance of the airspace serves the following purposes: 

• State bio·hway a encies are occasionally confront >cl by p ivate 
developers with r ~quests for the purcha, or leas of ail"spac . If 
the dev loper is as thorough in his analysi as is suo·ge t d, th highway 
ag ncy hould be pr pared to evaluate the proposal and term ac
cordingly. If the d velop r ha not performed a thorough analysi , 
the highway agency should be prepar cl to advise him on the potentials 
and problems of airspace projects. 

• A number of State highway agencies (notably California and New 
York) have undertaken promotional campaigns to stimulate airspaee 
development. The response to their efforts appears to present problems 
in the form of overreaction from brokers or inexperienced developers 
seeking options on numerous parcels. The approach being developed in 
California contemplates the offering of a limited number of carefully 
selected parcels. If the recommended valuation procedure was applied 
to each selected parcel to establish desirable, marketable uses and 
possible lease rates, it would serve to eliminate many unrealistic and 
unacceptable proposals. 

• Dissemination of a detailed recommended method of valuation 
together with legal, policy, and administrative considerations can help 
to generate interest and understanding in the real estate and financial 
community. Inasmuch as few real estate developers have had experi
ence with State highway agencies, the opportunities for communication 
have been limited or in most cases nonexistent. 

Highest and Best Use 

The application of a thorough highest and best use study is theoreti
cally sound with regard to air rights. However, the special nature of an 
air rights location over a major highway presents serious practical 
problems. Although there may be a demand for the various uses that 
could be developed on air rights, there has been little market interest in 
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using air rights. Nor can any effective market for air rights over high
ways in the near future be envisioned. As noted later in this section, 
the lack of demand is not based solely on quantifiable financial con
siderations. 

Few private developers undertake thorough highest and best use 
studies in purchasing a site, because each usually has a specific use in 
mind. In an active market, the highest bidder sets the value of the site 
and determines the highest and best use. The knowledgeable appraiser 
can generally forecast the use and a reasonably close estimate of the 
price. Similarly, an experienced developer with a specific project nor
mally selects an appropriate site for his use on the basis of market 
indications. 

Although the theoretical highest and best use for an air right site 
can be determined on the basis of market demand for various uses, 
costs, and income estimates, the lack of demand for the site itself tends 
to invalidate the analysis. Until experience and confidence in highway 
air rights development increase significantly, the private market is 
unlikel~y to undertake e~7en financiallJT feasible projects. The uncertainty 
factor is apparently so great as to suggest a negative value except in 
special cases, as demonstrated by the few existing projects. 

Every attempt should be made to promote development of the highest 
and best uses. However, strict adherence to this concept by the high
way agency in valuing airspace will severely limit development in the 
near future. The researchers cannot anticipate a highest and best use 
study on the part of a private developer, nor do they recommend its 
application by the highway agency to establish a firm minimum accept
able price or lease rate. 

Further consideration is given to highway agency policies in the 
next section. For the present it is assumed that a private developer has 
determined his desired use of the airspace and must prepare an esti
mate of its value, or his offering price. It must be noted that a single 
bid and proposed use, following advertisement and sufficient time for 
response, can be interpreted as evidence of highest and best ·use and fair 
market value at that time. 

Appropriate Structure 

Selection of the appropriate structure for the site must consider the 
specific site conditions as well as the determined use. At this point in 
the analysis, it is necessary to study the site in sufficient detail to 
develop a reasonably accurate engineering and construction cost esti
mate. The developer must consult with the highway agency's engi
neering staff to obtain physical conditions and limitations of the pro
posed site, and to determine the feasibility of various development 
plans. 

These conditions and limitations are discussed in the following as 
they affect construction costs. However, the final selection of the 
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appro riate structure or complex of structures will ultimately result 
from tb estimated construction costs, and will also influence construc
tion costs. Without carrying the analysis to the point of final detailed 
engineering and design, it is impossible to develop a precise estimate 
of costs. Nor can the developer be expected to proceed further than a 
reasonably accurate estimate until he has obtained at least an option 
on the site. The same situation generally prevails with regard to a 
typical parcel of land. The ollowing sequence of cost and income 
estimates is based on the as umptio11 that preliminary studies have 
resulted in the selection of the desired use and structure for the site, 
and an intention to lease if financially feasible. 

Development Costs 

Foundation 

Previous authors have referred to a ''deck'' under an airspace struc
ture, providing the impression of a platform on which the structure 
rests. A more realistic approach is to recognize the special nature of 
the foundation as an integral part of the structure, consisting of load
bearing retaining walls at the sides of the highway, supporting columns 
between the lanes, and supporting beams spanning the hi0·hw~y. 

Cost estimates must be based on the underlying soils, the existing 
highway structure, and the proposed building to be supported. 

Structure 

Numerous construction costs are peculiar to airspace development 
and, to a certain extent, prohibit the use of standard square-foot costs 
developed on the basis of non-airspace structures. Among the most 
important are the following: 

• Lack of a basement or subbasements for elevator maintenance, 
utilities, and services, possibly requiring their placement in other 
areas of the building. 

• Reinforced floor on the first level above the highway, for safety 
purposes. 

• Insulation of lower floors from noise, vibration, and fumes. 
• Construction of safety provisions to protect the highway from 

falling objects. 
• Construction of ventilation shafts and equipment over large en

closures. 

In view of the limited number of airspace structures over highways, 
it is impossible to develop standard construction cost data. It is also 
unlikely that cost standards for estimating purposes will be available 
in the near future. It is therefore necessary to prepare preliminary 
engineering and architectural drawings in order to develop reasonable 
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cost estimates. The level of detail required is, of course, subject to 
the specific site and proposed structure, and a general rule cannot be 
determined here. 

Access 

Special access to the building in the form of elevated pedestrian and 
service entrances may be required if portions of the first level are above 
grade. In addition, utility connections may entail special costs. 

Timing 

Because of the complexity of the construction and the requirement 
that traffic not be interrupted or endangered, the over-all construction 
time may be extended. As a result, the costs of labor and construction 
loans may be abnormally high. 

It is reasonable to expect that negotiations and approvals from 
federal, state, and local agencies will entail time delays and additional 
~osts. 

Design 

Final engineering and architectural plans undoubtedly will require 
innovative designs and new techniques that entail an additional ex
pense. The relative complexity of an airspace project will involve a 
longer time period for consideration of all highway traffic and safety 
factors . 

Project Income 

Rental Income 

Gross rental income must be estimated on a square-foot basis, in 
consideration of comparable, competitive buildings. Among the factors 
to be considered are the relative: 

• Quality of the proposed structure. 
• Accessibility. 
• Visibility. 
• Floor plans. 
• Noise, vibration, and fumes. 

Vacancy rates are not necessarily related to the development of air
space, and must be estimated with regard to the local conditions. 

Operating Costs 

There is no evidence to suggest that operating costs are necessarily 
higher for an airspace structure. In estimating operating costs it seems 
safe to rely on available standards, with due attention to the specific 
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building characteristics. Difficulties in access to utilities or portions 
of the building requiring maintenance are the major considerations. 

Property Taxes 

There is no standard method of assessment and taxation currently 
applied in the United States. Therefore, in locations where develop
ment on tax exempt public property is subject to property tax of any 
form, the developer must consult the local taxing authority. Unless 
assurance to the contrary can be obtained, property taxes based on 
the value of the structure and some portion of the value of the air 
rights or leasehold interest can be anticipated. 

Financing 

Financial commitments from a lender are required before a responsi
ble bid or offer can be made. These commitments generally are ob
tained on the basis of the total cost of the proposed project. However, 
the possibility of land pur ha cl is 11ot om;id · r d h r . Th d v lope1: 
i obviously aware of the int rest rat and t l'ID availabl - t him. It is 
important to not that borrowing is iu the form of coustru tion loau 
'vith th value of th 1 a . a11d th propose 1 strucilire a · · curity. 
This consideration generally requires a financially sound developer, 
inasmuch as there is no land value involved. 

Interest rates reflect the financial pm:;ition of the borrower as well 
as the proposed project. A risk premium can be anticipated on an air
space project, but its application will depend on the individual devel
oper. 

Restrictive lease clauses and the interests of the fee owner may also 
increase the interest rate or make financing difficult to obtain. In addi
tion, the inability of the highway agency to participate financially, as 
in the case of railroads, may make the project less favorable from the 
lender's point of view. 

Income Taxes 

Income taxes on project income are specific to the developer and 
must be determined on the basis of his total financial situation, as 
projected to the time of completion and operation. Two important 
considerations are the ability to depreciate the entire cost of the im
provement and the annual lease payment. 

Summary of Valuation Factors 

The following outline of valuation factors is suggested as a checklist 
of items to be considered in estimating costs and income for develop
ment of air rights over a highway. For the most part, these items 
would be considered in a non-air rights project, but are often treated 
as rules of thumb. 
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Development Costs 

Foundation: 
Subsurface conditions 
Retaining walls 
Supporting columns 
Spanning beams 
Impact and fire protection 

Structure: 
Reinforced floor on lowest level 
Lack of basement 
Location of off site utilities 
Placement of onsite utilities 
Elevator maintenance 
Internal columns 
Floor plans 
Insulation from noise 
Reduction of vibration 
.Protection from fumes 
Construction employee safety 

Highway safety: 
Ventilation 
Lighting 
Protection from falling objects 

Access: 
Pedestrian entrances 
Service entrances 

Timing: 
Design problems 
N oninterruption of traffic 
Interest on construction loans 
Lease negotiations 
Financial arrangements 
Legal approvals 
Public agency approvals 

Design: 
Site limitations 
Novel engineering 
Innovative architecture 

Project Income and Expenses 

Rental income : 
Market considerations 
Competitive projects 
Quality 
Accessibility 
Visibility and publicity 
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Floor plans 
Noise and vibration 
Fumes and dust 
Vacancy rates 

Operating expenses: 
Utility costs 
Access to utilities 

VALUATION OF AIRSPACE 

Access to maintenance areaR 
Security 
Highway-induced maintenance 

Property taxes : 
Local practices 
Assessment of lease 
Assessment of improvements 

Financing: 
Risk condsiderations 
Terms and length of lease 
Interests of fee owner 
N onparticipation off ee owner 

Income taxes : 
Full deduction of lease payment 
Depreciation of additional construction costs 

Developer's Worksheet 

991 

The summary worksheet given in Table 1 is for illustrative purposes 
only. All values are hypothetical and, although within the realm of 
possibility, are not based on an actual site or building. The general 
assumption. include: a private developer, considering lease of an air
space location over a highway; a preliminary feasibility study for a 
specific structure; preliminary cost and income estimates; and an 
annual lease rate of 10 percent of site value. The desired rate of return 
represents a project capitalization rate and avoids the controversy 
over land residual versus building residual approaches. For simplicity 
of calculation, the rate of return on original equity is used as the 
investment criterion. The recommended criterion is the internal rate 
of return over the life of the project. 

Use of comparable land values and a 10 percent lease rate results in 
an after-tax return of 14 percent based on the original equity and net 
cash earnings given in Table 1. If it is assumed that the developer's 
desired return is 15 percent, and all other cost and income factors 
remain the same, the lease payment must be reduced, implying a 
significantly lower value for the airspace site. 

As a brief explanation of the calculation of the lease payment and 
air rights value in Table 1, it should be noted that the net annual cash 
income required is $750,000 if a 15 percent return is to be achieved on 
the original equity of $5 million. Working back from this figure, the 
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$600 000 de reciation in.di at a t·equired afte:r-tax net profit of 
$150,000. Giv n a tax rate of 50 p re · nt, net income l> fore ta ·es must 
be $300,000. A ·tuning that gros income and all co ·ts oth r than the 
lease payment are fixed, the maximum lease payment is $100,000. The 
implied value of the air rights is therefore $1 million becau e the as
sumed lease rate was 10 percent of land value. 

The basic rational b bn1 l thi. · approa h i · quite common where, 
given a tar 0 ·e rat of return, th ma ci.mum l a ·e payment is to b a t r
min . L t it a pear cl • pti ly ·imple, it i important to not th 
effort in olved 1n prepurino· each of th con tru tion and operating 
ost e tjmates, "TO . incom . timate , an l al ulations of inter - t, 

depre iation, and tax · s. Although this typ of analy ·i is often per
form. d qujte ca nally for a familiar project it requir , full study for 
a new an l iiff · r nt typ of r al stat d v lopment. More ophisti-
at d math matical te ·hniqu . of investment analy ·i ar al o l' om

m ncled. How ver mo t larg offic :• or apartm nt structures involve a 

TABLE 1 

EXAMPLE OF PRIVATE AIRSPACE DEVELOPER'S INVESTMENT 
ANALYSIS WORKSHEET: DETERMINATION OF ANNUAL LEASE 
PAYMENT 

Comparable land value 
Calculated air rights value n 

Construction cost 
Original equity 

Annual 
Gross income, net of vacancy 
Less: 

Operating costs 
Property taxes 
Interest 
Depreciation 
Lease payment (10% 

of land value) 

Net income for tax purposes 
Less income taxes 
Net profit 
Plus depreciation 
Net cash earnings 

Return on original equity 

USING COMPARABLE 

LAND VALUE 

$ 2,000,000 

20,000,000 
5,000,000 

$2,500,000 
500,000 

1,000,000 
600,000 

200,000 
$4,800,000 

$5,000,000 

$4,800,000 
200,000 
100,000 
100,000 
600,000 

$ 700,000 

14.0% 

• Calculated on basis of desired return of 15 o/o on original equity. 

CALCULATION OF 

AIR RIGHTS VALUE 

$ 1,000,000 
20,000,000 

5,000,000 

$2,500,000 
500,000 

1,000,000 
600,000 

100,oooa 

$4,700,000 

$5,000,000 

$4,700,000 
300,000 
150,000 
150,000 
600,000 

$ 750,000 

15.0% 
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relatively small land cost in relation to total project costs. Land cost 
(or the lease payment) decreases in importance as the total project cost 
increases. Thus, it should not be overemphasized as the most important 
variable. 

It must be noted that the developer is concerned only with the 
annual lease payment, and is thereby imputing a value to the air rights. 
In a negotiated lease, it is safe to assume that he would offer a sub
stantially lower annual lease payment to compensate for unforeseen 
costs or overestimated income. In a bid situation, the developer would 
in all probability submit the highest annual lease rate, subject to a 
similar safety margin. 

If the worksheet is adapted to a situation in which the air rights 
are purchased, the original equity and the interest payment must be 
increased. Although the mathematics are more complicated, the analy
sis is essentially the same, with the purchase price of the air rights to 
be determined. 

Before examining the decision to purchase or lease, it is clear that 
from a private commercial real estate developer's point of view the 
valuation of air rights does not require the estimation of comparable 
land values and the costing of a hypothetical comparable building on 
an alternative site. In the case of a developer interested only in a spe
cific project on a specific air rights site, the costing of a comparable 
project on an alternative site is irrelevant. Comparable land values are 
relevant only for purpoReR of R11ggP.Rt.ing t.hP. usP. 1rncl type of structure. 
After the proposed project is in operation, the pro forma income 
approach is the only realistic method of valuation for the private real 
estate developer. 

It is concluded that the income approach is the most appropriate 
method for the private developer and, ultimately, the highway agency 
in determining the value of air rights ( 30). It is essential that the 
after-tax capitalization rate 55 be used in order to incorporate the tax 
shelter aspects of real estate investment and the particular tax position 
of the developer, as well as his perceived risk factor. 

The after-tax internal rate of return on the entire project is recom
mended as the investment criterion (90, 88). Use of different capitaliza
tion rates for the air rights and the structure, as employed in the land 
residual approach, is not considered appropriate. The implication of 
the land residual approach-that risk or desired rate of return on land 
and buildings can be estimated separately-is not realistic from the 
viewpoint of the real estate developer as investor in a total project 
(27). Because the air rights and the improvements thereon cannot be 
separated, the total project capitalization rate should be used. 

55 In his preface, Ellwood (30) notes that investment are matters of fact, not ap
the use of capitalization rates in real estate praisal opinion. 
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The General Case 

Although each private developer can be expected to value a specific 
air rights site with an approach similar to that previously described, 
actual operation of the real estate market results in use of comparative 
valuations as noted in the literature. Inasmuch as most projects can 
be constructed on a number of alternative sites near a specific air 
rights site, the alternatives must be considered before a bid or an offer 
is made for the air rights. A decision to purchase or lease air rights 
would be made on a comparable basis with other desirable and poten
tially available sites. 

It is necessary, therefore, to assume construction of a comparable 
project on an alternative parcel of land, and develop all estimates of 
cost and income for a comparable financial analysis. Two valuation 
factors must be considered in addition to those previously discussed. 
First, demolition costs will be incurred if a vacant parcel is unavailable. 
Second, land assembly costs will be incurred if a parcel of sufficient 
size is unavailable. 

By use of the same procedure as incorporated in the example analy
sis previously described, an estimate of the maximum purchase price 
or annual lease payment can be made. If, as assumed, the project 
represents highest and best use, the purchase price will be within the 
prevailing range of land values. 

The comparisons of air rights values and fee land values, to date, 
have generally resulted in a significantly lower air rights value, owing 
to the higher development costs. The situation is similar to comparisons 
of any two sites where one requires special site development costs due 
to slope, poor geology, access, or other important considerations. Un
less the development costs arc prohibitive, development occurs on the 
inferior site when the demand for land is sufficient and the reduced 
land value reflects the excess cost. 

The valuation of the air rights and a comparable site suggests a 
simplified version of the Kuehnle (50, p. 5) and White (91, p. 29) 
formulas incorporating the income approach, as follows: 

V-A=R 

in which 

V = the value of a comparable fee parcel; 
A = the value of the air rights; and 
R =the value of the residual (highway) interest. 

(5) 

To the private developer the value of the highway interest is the 
increased cost of development, or loss in value of the air rights, rela
tive to a comparable project on a comparable site. As is often assumed 
in theory, if all other considerations are equal, the private developer 
(or active private market) will determine the value of R at which devel
opment of air rights is as equally desirable as on alternative non-air 
rights sites. 
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Although the existing projects over highways demonstrate the finan
cial feasibility of airspace development, they do not provide sufficient 
empirical data on the problems to be overcome in further development. 
The researchers' survey of State highway agencies found that the "high 
cost of development'' was the most common reason for the lack of 
interest and the withdrawal of proposals by private developers. Ob
viously, private development can not be expected to occur where the 
value of air rights is negative. However, there are areas in almost 
every major city where development is financially feasible from an 
objective analysis incorporating a relatively high financial risk factor. 

It must therefore be concluded that the private market is simply 
unwilling to undertake air rights development over highways for 
subjective, nonquantifiable reasons over and above the financial con
siderations involved. These reasons can be summarized as lack of 
experience and lack of confidence in even the most thorough feasibility 
study, and a general inability to estimate the over-all risk or problems 
involved. With the possible exception of Gateway Center in Newton, 
the existing projects are not representative of the private market in 
general, as noted in ''Case Studies of Airspace Projects,'' supra. The 
Holiday Inn Garage in Reno, however, does suggest a case in which air 
rights should be valued by the traditional approach. 

In the event that the proposed use is not an income-producing entity, 
but is a service function (such as a garage connected to a hotel), the 
original Kuehnle and White formulas are appropriate. With minor 
modification, the recommended formula is 

V + D + S + P - X - Y -I= A 

in which 

V = comparable land value; 
D = savings due to absence or reduction in demolition and foundation costs; 
S = value attributed to site prominence or improved access; 
P = savings due to readily assembled large parcel; 
X = reduction in utility of structure due to design or functional obsolescence; 
Y = excess construction costs due to underlying highway; 
I= additional interest incurred over a longer construction period; and 

A = residual value of the air rights. 

(6) 

This approach has been, and will undoubtedly continue to be used in 
the valuation of air rights for income-producing development. How
ever, it involves most of the factors included in the income approach 
and if, as suggested in the original versions, loss of income due to the 
nature of the structure is included, the only missing factor is the capi
talization rate. The approach is valid for income properties only to the 
extent that realistic comparable land values are available. However, in 
any case, it avoids explicit recognition of the essential investment 
motivation behind real estate development-i.e., the desired rate of 
return or capitalization rate. 
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Further considerations of State policies for valuation are included 
in the following section, together with suggestions for the selection of 
a private developer. 

FEASIBILITY AND PUBLIC POLICY 

When questioned about the most common type of proposals for the 
use of highway airspace, one State highway official replied: "Archi
tects' pipe dreams.'' In the researchers' survey of the literature it 
was noted that many of the renderings of proposed projects have in
deed involved rather imaginative concepts, ranging from linear cities 
to multiple-use megastructures. The fact that these projects are physi
cally feasible today is a tribute to the competence of modern engineer
ing. It is apparent that these ''pipe dreams'' are previews of the future 
of highway airspace development. However, the reality of trains 
rumbling under New York's Park Avenue or Philadelphia's Penn Cen
ter lends emphasis to their immediate potential. 

The limited variety of airspace projects considered in this section 
does not in any way imply a negative outlook on complex, innovative 
joint development. Rather, it reflects the relatively narrow topic of the 
study-valuation-and the need to identify most probable conventional 
uses of highway airspace for the present and near future. It is enjoy
able to speculate on the possible combinations of uses in a single project 
(for example, an office-apartment-hotel-shopping complex) and to 
recognize that the whole may be more valuable than the sum of the 
uses valued individually. But, for practical purposes, one must begin 
with the feasibility of a limited number of uses and defined highway 
structures. In addition, it is necessary to base the feasibility analysis 
on development above or below existing highways. For the most part, 
the results apply to future highways, with many of the uses becoming 
more feasible if joint development is begun in the highway planning 
stages. 

Preliminary Constraints to be Overcome 

If it is assumed that state legislation permits private use of highway 
airspace, four preliminary constraints must be overcome. These are : 
safety and use of the highway; highway structure; zoning; and market 
demand. 

Safety and Use of the Highway 

The primary limitation on airspace development reflects the under
lying purpose of the highway: safe and efficient movement of persons 
and goods. Controls and safety provjsions are clearly set forth in 
PPM 80-10.2 (83), and are supplemented in further detail by various 
State laws and policies. 

It is obvious that any use of airspace endangering the highway user 
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or airspace occupant cannot be considered feasible. The manufacture 
and storage of highly flammable or explosive substances would imme
diately be excluded from consideration. However, other hazards will 
require individual consideration and varying degrees of protective 
measures, and may reduce but not totally eliminate the feasibility of 
certain uses. Traffic generation and interference with highway access 
must similarly be evaluated for each proposed use. 

Combined highway and air rights structures, if constructed jointly, 
provide additional possibilities. Examples are a parking garage under 
a highway at grade, or a single building under, around, and over an 
elevated highway. These configurations are somewhat difficult to 
achieve after the highway is in operation, and are not considered fur
ther. 

It must also be assumed that airspace above ramp or interchange 
structures will not be used because of interference with sight distance 
and general visibility. As noted previously, the physical limitations can 
ultimately be overcome, but for present purposes three basic con
figurations are considered most feasible with regard to existing high
ways. 

Highway Structure 

The four types of highway structures-at grade, elevated on viaduct, 
elevated on fill, and depressed-contain inherent limitations on the 
feasibility of airspace development. Three basic configurations of air
space and highway structure have been selected for further considera
tion. In order of ease of utilization, they are: airspace below, highway 
on viaduct; airspace above, highway depressed; and airspace above, 
highway at grade. 

The use of airspace above a highway on viaduct appears limited, 
because the first level of the building would generally be at least 30 ft 
above surface streets and sidewalks. A similar limitation would apply 
to the use of airspace above a highway elevated on fill. 

However, it is important to note that the ability to use land imme
diately adjacent to the highway increases the feasibility of using air
space above any of the four highway structures. A parcel large 
enough to provide building access, elevator shafts, and major utility 
equipment will reduce the complexity of the airspace structure actu
ally over the highway. 

Zoning 

Conformance with local zoning is required in a number of States, and 
shoul o·enerally b regard d a· a limitation on th · f asible uses of air
space. The limitation, howev r, i no more dou than that impo ed 
on any parcel of land. It may i11 fa t b · 1 ser ious if the propos du ·e 
is bene:ficial to the surrounding ar a. For xample, th commercial 
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u e of air rig·ht · ~11 a r si l ntial area might recluc the barrier effect 
of a d prn d hiofovay. Acceptance of this use over the highway 
mi ·ht be more readily olJtained than on an adjacent ·ite. 

Market Demand 

Market demand for a proposed use, in the general vicinity of a 
specific air rights location, is the initial criterion of economic feasi
bility. Structural characteristics of the use, such as high-rise or low
rise building, are of prime importance. As a policy, the highest and 
best use should be considered wherever possible. Thus, surrounding 
land uses and land values will generally govern the use of the airspace. 
Although it is possible to compensate for low market demand for a 
certain use by offering the air rights at a relatively low price, this 
type of subsidization should be reserved for socially or environmentally 
desirable uses, in coordination with local planning. 

If it is assumed that there is sufficient market demand for a proposed 
use, the basic test of economic feasibility incorporates the valuation 
factor~ ::1.nd_ methods discussed pre~ricusl3r. ..._A_._s tl1c minimum criterion, 
the value of the air rights, used as proposed, must be equal to or 
greater than comparable land values. In a given location, numerous 
uses may be feasible. The extent of competition among various feasible 
uses will ultimately determine the price and use of the air rights. 

Feasibility Matrices: Private Development 

Two feasibility matrices have been constructed to evaluate the rela
tive feasibility of private airspace uses, above and below the highway. 
Before describing the methodology involved, a number of general 
considerations and assumptions must be stated. Most important is the 
subjectivity of the evaluation, resulting from the small number of 
highway airspace projects in existence and the short period of time 
since their completion. Under these conditions, the evaluation in 
Tables 2 and 3 is more a forecast than an objective summary. 

The evaluation, or rating, in terms of high, medium, and low feasi
bility reflects the general inability to measure safety, public accept
ability, or cost factors in comparable quantitative terms. Subjective 
probabilities of success would serve only as a basis for more specific 
arguments. The matrices must be recognized as a general overview 
rather than a mathematical model for evaluating the feasibility of a 
specific use and location. 

With regard to the four types of highway structures, only depressed 
highways and highways elevated on viaducts have been considered in 
detail. Airspace development appears most feasible in conjunction 
with these two structures. Highways at grade suggest airspace uses 
similar to those above depressed highways; however, the feasibility of 
each use appears to be somewhat lower above at-grade highways. High-
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RELATIVE FEASIBILITY MATRIX,' PRIVATE USES OF AIR SPACE ABOVE DEPRESSED HIGHWAY 

SAFETY AND TRAFFIC LOCATION AND LAND USE ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS: VALUATION FACTORS 
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TABLE 3 

RELATIVE FEASIBILITY MATRIX," PRIVATE USES OF AIR SPACE BELOW VIADUCT HIGHWAY 

FEASIBILITY 

,CRITERLI. 

USES OF 

AIR SPACE 

Office building: 
I to 3 stories 
4+ stories 

Apartment building: 
I to 3 stories 
4+ stories 

Hotel-motel: 
I to 3 stories 
4+ stories 

Retail stores: 
I to 3 stories 
4+ stories 

Restaurant/ club: 
50-200 seats 
200+ seats 

Recreation: 
Sports stadium 
Movie theater 

Automobile: 
Sales 
Services 

Parking: 
Lot 
Garage 

Manufacturing: 
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Heavy 

Warehousing: 
High value 
Bulk 
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Hospital 
School 
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ways elevated on fill present the lowest over-all feasibility ratings for 
the uses considered. 

Ea h u e ha. been evaluate i separat ly, although it i r ognized tha(; 
combination of compatible u s may have a much higher legree of 
feasibility. Il1 addition, low fea ibilit. u ·es may e.q) rienc economi 
of cal when in lude l in larg multi-u ·e projects. Unfortnnately the 
number of po sibl combinations in luding publi · and private use., i · 
far too large for 1 taile . evaluation. 

The basic assumptions preliminary to the feasibility evaluation are 
as follows: 

• State legislation permits leasing (or sale) of air rights to private 
users. 

• Uses that obviously endanger the safety of the highway or air
space user are not fca ible. 

• Uses that obvionsly impair the movement of traffic are not feasible. 
• Uses that inf ring on the rights of abutting properties are not 

feasible. 
• Agricultural or mineral extraction uses are not feasible. 
• Single-family r sid ntial uses are not feasible. 
• Median are sufficient for supporting columns where required. 
• Uses are entirely on the right-of-way, with sidestrips available 

where required. 
• Approval of the local jurisdiction is required before any project 

can be developed. 

Spe inc definitions of th air pa e use list d ii1 th matrices hav not 
been attem t d. gio11al differences ii1 the on pt, siz al1Cl form 
of these u .· r quir 1 that details b l ·ft to local interpretation. The 
variety of hi hway stru tmes in term of width of right-of-way d pth 
below grade, elevation, and intensity of use al o reclu e th applicability 
of specific or average highway conditions. 

Explanation of Feasibility Criteria 

The evaluation factors, or feasibility criteria, shown as column head
ings require a brief explanation. These factors were selected from a 
much more extensive listing in an effort to eliminate redundancy and 
condense the matrix to a manageable scale. 

'afety ancl Trnffic.-Evm1 if all r asonabl precautions ar taken to 
protect the highway u er and the airspac occupant negative impacts 
of one upon the other are till po ible. A high f a ibility rating indi
cates that negative impacts ar insignj nca11t. low or medium rating 
indicate possible neo-ative impact · for xample a majo · indu trial 
accident in a manufacturing plant above the highway, or traffic nois 
and fumes penetrating the lower floors of an apartment building above 
the highway. 
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Location and Land U se.-Market demand and public acceptance, 
through zoning, are both included under this heading. With regard to 
market demand, six general locations, or land-use areas, have been 
considered. Classification of land use as urban and suburban appears 
adequate for a preliminary identification of areas in which airspace 
development may be feasible. The boundaries between urban and sub
urban areas have, however, become increasingly difficult to define in 
most metropolitan areas; thus, both are further defined, with regard 
to specific uses, as : 

Urban--
Central Business District : a high-density concentration of office, 
commercial, entertainment, and high-rise residential uses. 
Residential/Commercial: the major portion of the urban land area, 
containing a medium-density mix of residential, commercial, and 
light industrial uses. 
Industrial/\Varehousing: the area of predominantly heavy manu
facturing, warehousing, and certain light industry, served by rail 
yards, trucking terminals, and, in many cities, near major ports. 

Suburbanr-
Commercial: a medium-density concentration of office, commercial, 
entertainment, and apartment uses, in the form of shopping cen
ters, major strip commercial, or small city central business dis
tricts. 
Residential: low-density residential areas, predominantly single
family homes, with low-density apartments permitted. 
Industrial: concentrations of heavy and light manufacturing, ware
housing, and agricultural or mineral products storage, including 
planned industrial parks. 

On the basis of long established land-use patterns and existing loca
tion theory, normal market demand for various uses can be estimated 
in relation to each of these six general areas. For example, it is rea
sonable to assume that the greatest market demand for high-rise offices 
exists in the urban central business district. Similarly, it can be as
sumed that there is little demand for parking structures in suburban 
residential areas. 

Zoning is premised on protection of health, safety, and welfare of 
local residents. Properly administered, it reflects the market for 
various land uses and the community's environmental preferences. 
Local pnhlic aceeptance of a specific airspace use generally implies 
that it is physically, socially, and economically beneficial. For the most 
part, the level of acceptability of various uses in each of the six general 
locational categories is either obvious or as flexible as the number of 
communities considered. 

A high feasibility rating under "Location and Land Use" implies 
normally adequate market demand and a high degree of public ac-
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ceptability. A low-rise office building in a suburban commercial center 
is an example of a highly feasible combination of use and location. 
Conversely, apartment uses in industrial areas are hardly in demand 
and may in fact be prohibited, resulting in a feasibility rating of zero. 

Although the evaluation has considered the general patterns of loca
tion in existence today and the general characteristics of zoning, it is 
hardly definitive. The variety of land-use patterns in the nation's 
cities and suburban areas clearly indicates the practical impossibility 
of specifying the proper location for each use. Thus, one can readily 
expect an exception to each feasibility rating in the matrix. 

Previous research ( 44) has identified the majority of uses of right-of
way in rural areas as those serving the long-distance traveler. Most 
of these are public uses, such as rest areas, scenic overlooks, parks, 
recreational parking, and highway control and maintenance facilities. 
Direct-access service plazas in the median, in sidestrips, or above the 
highway appear to be the only private uses of airspace at present. 
Pipelines and plant nurseries along sidestrips were also identified as 
possible uses. Only one further possible use, with admittedly low 
potential, can be suggested. This is the placement of agricultural 
processing or storage sheds under the elevated portion of a highway 
at grade separations for rural roads or railroads. Rural areas are 
not considered further in this section. 

Econoniic Considerations: V cilnation Factor.s.-The fuial set of 
feasibility criteria in Tables 2 and 3 incorporates the valuation factors 
discussed in previous sections. They have been grouped under three 
headings-excess costs of airspace development; special savings or 
benefits from airspace development; and a final airspace-land value 
comparison. 

Excess Costs-
Foundation or Decking: costs of special retaining walls, support
ing columns, wide spans, and reinforced first floor. 
Structure: costs of structural reinforcement resulting from the 
placement of foundation supports and problems of elevator or 
utilities location. 
Protection: costs of protecting the highway user and/ or airspace 
occupant, including impact resistance, fire- and soundproofing, ven
tilation, lighting, and dust and fume controls. 
Access and Parking: costs of additional sidewalks, driveways, and 
decking or garages for parking. 
Development Timing: extra costs of development resulting from 
additional construction labor, interest on construction loans, equity 
commitments, planning, engineering, and public agency approvals. 
Rental Loss: reduced rentable square footage due to unusual struc
tural characteristics, lack of basement for utilities, or negative 
impacts of highway traffic. 
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Maintenan e: cost of maintenance on foundations or decking, 
highway ligh ing or ventilation, building protection equipment, 
and building cl a11ing. 

Benefits or Savings-
Land Assembly: plottage value of large sites in areas of frag
mented land ownership. 
Site Prominence: advertising value of highly visible location or 
novelty publicity during planning and development. 
Demolition and R location: savings due to lack of old structures 
to be demolished and tenants to be relocated. 
Depreciation: additional tax shelter resulting from ability to de
preciate a higher proportion of the total investment where added 
construction cost replaces a portion of site costs. 

$A>$V-
CompariRon of air rights value and comparable land value: sum
mary criterion that the value of the air rights must be equal to or 
greater than comparable land value before a private developer will 
choo~e Lu develop the airspace. 

Feasibility ratings under the cost factors reflect the extent of their 
effect on each use and the likelihood of each use's ability to absorb the 
cost. For example, low-rise apartments do not normally require exten
sive foundation, structural, or protection costs, and might find it diffi
cult to include these costs in rent schedules. In contrast, these costs 
would be relatively minor additions to the total cost of a high-rise 
building. A high feasibility rating implies that the excess costs are 
financially acceptable or, for certain uses, not applicable. Conversely, 
a low feasibility rating implieR t.hnt the excess costs would tend to 
discourage development. 

The feasibility ratings under the benefit or savings factors reflect 
only positive contributions to the feasibility of each use. A high feasi
bility rating indicates that the benefit factor is significant in the valua
tion of the air rights for a specific use. A low rating indicates that the 
benefit is minor or irrelevant. Thus, hotel uses are highly feasible with 
regard to site prominence, whereas this factor is unimportant for an 
industrial use. 

The final criterion ($ A > $ V) is a summary evaluation of the eco
nomic feasibility of airspace development for each use. It is not a 
mathematical average of the cost and benefit factors, however, because 
the weights of the various factors can be determined only through an 
actual appraisal. In view of the limited experience of air rights devel
opment and the difficulty in valuing hypothetical projects, the over-all 
economic feasibility of each use is, of necessity, a subjective estimate. 
To the extent possible, it is based on known construction costs and the 
land values that can be absorbed by the various uses, with full recogni
tion of the extent to which these can differ in most areas of the country. 
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Summary of Feasibility: Private Uses 

Table 4 presents a summary of the feasibility matrices for private 
development above depressed highways and below viaduct highways. 
The summary includes an over-all feasibility rating and a most feasible 
location for development. Safety and highway use, market demand, 
zoning, public acceptance, and economic feasibility factors have been 
considered in assigning the over-all ratings. 

The ratings for each use in Table 4 are generally lower than those 
in the feasibility matrices would suggest. This is the result of a con
servative approach to assigning an over-all feasibility rating that con
siders a number of intangibles. It has been assumed that a specific use, 
although meeting general safety requirements, would be discouraged 
if even a remote possibility of serious accident was foreseen. Heavy 
industry, bulk warehousing, and automotive services above the high
way are examples of this consideration. Social or environmental ac
ceptability would, in all probability, prevent development of certain 
uses. As an example, low-rise apartments or hospitals probably would 
be prohibited under the highway, even if all safety precautions were 
taken and the uses could be economically justified. As a third intangible, 
the subject risk factor employed by private developers will undoubtedly 
reduce the feasibility of uses that are safe, publicly acceptable, and 
economically justified. This third factor may require considerable 
time before the uncertainty of inexperience is overcome. 

Tn conchrnion, it iR important to note that feasibility, as analyzed 
herein, represents possibility rather than probability. The feasibility 
ratings serve as an indication of the uses most likely to be proposed by 
the private market and accepted by the local residents or public agencies. 
The ratings are also useful in indicating the uses toward which a pro
motional campaign should be directed. As noted previously, multi-use 
projects are quite likely to prove highly feasible and to include uses that 
have been rated low on an independent evaluation. It is obvious, as 
required by federal policy, that each proposal must ultimately be 
thoroughly evaluated with regard to the specific factors involved. 

Feasibility of Public Uses of Airspace 

To date, public agencies have been the primary users of highway air
space. Although the total space needs of public agencies are limited 
relative to potential private demand, a significant increase in public 
uses appears desirable and highly probable. The current public uses 
are described in "Case Studies of Airspace Projects," and it is rea
sonable to assume that major public buildings above the highway are a 
highly feasible form of development. The valuation methodology rec
ommended for private development is not totally applicable to public 
projects. Therefore, similar feasibility matrices have not been developed. 

Two critical factors influence the decision by a public agency to 
utilize airspace-service to the public and development costs. The first 
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TABLE 4 

SUMMARY OF FEASIBILITY,' PRIVATE AIR SPACE USES AND LOCATIONS" 

MOST FEASIBLE LOCATION(S) 

ABOVE DEPRESSED HIGHWAY 

FEASI-

BILITY 
AIR SPACE USES RATING URBAN AREAS 

Office building: 
I to 3 stories L Commercial 
4+ stories H Central business district 

Apartment building: 
I to 3 stories L Commercial/residential 

4+ stories M High-density residential 
Hotel-motel: 

I to 3 stories L Commercial 
4+ stories H Central business district 

Retail stores: 
I to 3 stories M Commercial 
4+ stories H Central business district 

Restaurant/ club: 
50-200 seats L 

200+ seats M Central business district 
Recreation: 

Sports stadium M CommP.rdAl /rf'.sidP.n!.!Al 
Movie theater L Commercial/ residential 

Automobile: 
Sales L Commercial 
Services 0 

Parking: 
Lot 0 
Garage M Central business district 

Manufacturing: 
Light L Industrial 
Heavy 0 

Warehousing: 
High value L Industrial/warehousing 
Bulk 0 

Institution: 
School L Commercial I residential 
Hospital L Commercial I residential 

• H =High feasibility; M =Medium feasibiUty; L =Low feasibility; 
0 = Inrcasible or unacceptable. h Based on Tables 2 and 3. 

SUBURBAN 

AREAS 

Commercial 

Commercial/ 
residential 

Commercial 

Commercial 

Commercial 

BELOW VIADUCT HIGHWAY 

FEASI-

B!UTY 

RATING 

L 
0 

0 

0 

L 
0 

M 
0 

M 
L 

0 
L 

L 
H 

H 
H 

H 
M 

H 
H 

L 
0 

SUBURBAN 

URBAN AREAS AREAS 

Central business district Commercial 

Commercial 

Central business district Commercial 

Commercial 
Commercial 

Residential/commercial Commercial 

Commercial Commercial 
Commercial/industrial Commercial 

Commercial Commercial 
Central business district Commercial 

Commercial/industrial Industrial 
Industrial Industrial 

Commercial/industrial Industrial 
Industrial/warehousing Industrial 

Commercial 

of these requires a locational decision based on the location of the popu
lation to be served an the nature of the public activity. Although public 
demand for services is similar to market demand for various private 
activities, the public agency as a captive monopolist has little locational 
choice. 

The actual site selection is, of course, more flexible. Within the gen
eral location required for efficient service, alternative site and develop
ment costs are the basic decision factors. Subject to the requirements 
of safety, highway structure, and general location, the primary deci
sion criterion for the utilization of airspace is the traditional valuation 
procedure, using cost minimization, formulated as 

(7) 
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in which $ A is the cost of using airspace and $ L is the cost of using a 
comparable site. 

If the cost of the airspace, including over-all efficiency of service, is 
equal to or less than the over-all cost on a comparable site, the use of 
airspace is feasible. Inasmuch as public users of highway airspace 
are given first priority, free of charge for public uses, feasibility in 
general is somewhat higher than for private uses. 

Table 5 presents a summary of the relative feasibility of a number of 
public uses of airspace above and below the highway. Safety, high
way structure, and cost factors have been considered in assigning the 
feasibility ratings, similar to the approach used in the private use 
feasibility matrices. Locational factors have not been included, because 
the majority of the public uses have relatively little choice of general 
location. Although the ratings are subjective, it is noted that the 
majority of the uses are presently occupying highway airspace. 

One of the primary benefits of public use of airspace is increased 
property tax revenues where public facilities do not remove land from 

TABLE 5 

RELATIVE FEASIBILITY,a PUBLIC USES OF HIGHWAY AIRSPACE 

ABOVE REASON FOR 

DE- BELOW LOW OR 0 

PRESSED VIADUOT FEASIBILITY 

PUBLIC USES HIGHWAY HIGHWAY RATING 

Parking garage H H 
Parking lot 0 H Cost 
Transportation terminal H H 
City hall M 0 Height limit 
Central administration bldg. H 0 Height limit 
Local administration bldg. M M 
Police-fire station L H Cost 
Public warehousing L H Cost 
Maintenance buildings 0 H Cost 
Equipment storage 0 H Cost 
Convention center M 0 Column spacing 
Sports stadium M 0 Space limitations 
Concert hall M 0 Colnmn spacing 
Art museum M L Esthetic considerations 
Library -:VI M 
High school M L Rafety and environment 
Elementary school L 0 Safety and environment 
Hospital l\I 0 Safety and environment 
Subsidized housing L 0 Cost and environment 
Parks and recreation L H Cost 
Playground 0 H Cost 

n H =High feasibility; M = Medium feasibility; L = Low feasibility ; 0 = Infeasible 
or unacceptable. 
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tax rolls. Because a number of the highly feasible uses listed in Table 5 
apply to private nonprofit tax-exempt im;titntiom;, their utilir.ation of 
highway ail:spa e is also desirable. 

As a public or quasi-public user of airspace, mass transit has not 
been considered as a feasible public use. The highway structure, over 
long distances, must obviously be designed to accommodate :fixed rail 
transit. The evaluation has been based on existing highways which, 
unless designed with rail transit in mind, require substantial study 
before evaluating the feasibility of implementation. Further comment 
is reserved for a subsequent paragraph of this section. 

The provision of exclusive bus lanes, as has been tested in the Wash
ington, D.C., area and is under development in Los Angeles and other 
cities, is a use of the highway rather than the airspace. Transportation 
terminals, whether bus OT Tail, have been rated as highly feasible on 
the assumption that adequate parking and direct access to the highway 
are provided. 

The foregoing analysis leads to the conclusion that numeTOus private 
and public uses of airspace are physically, socially, and economically 
feasible. Under the proper conditions, it can be expected that there will 
be continued interest and a gradual increase in serious proposals from 
both private and public users. In this concluding section, a number of 
policies and procedures related to valuation and feasibility remain to 
be discussed. Disposition of air rights above and below existing high
ways is considered before acquisition of Tight-of-way for new high
ways is discussed. 

For present purposes it is assumed that Federal and State enabling 
legislation is sufficiently well developed to permit conveyance of air 
rights to private parties. It is also assumed that the hi.ghway agency 
is prepared to engage in public-private joint development a an active 
promoter or passive recipient of proposals. As required by Federal and 
State legislation or policy, other public agencies are assumed to have 
first right of refusal before air rights are conveyed to a private devel
oper. Local planning agencies are assumed to have veto power over 
private development where it conflicts with zoning or master plans. 

lVIeans of Conveyance 

Previous studies have expressed concern over the means of conveying 
interest in the air rights from the highway agency to a private party 
(3, Ch. X and App.). The actual transaction and the documents in
volved may take numerous forms, and an extensive discussion would be 
required to describe and evaluate the possibilities. Inasmuch as the 
subject is peripheral to the main topic of this study, only the two basic 
methods-sale or lease-are considered. 

From the viewpoint of the highway agency, leasing is pref erred as a 
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means of retaining close control over the use of airspace. In contrast, 
a private developer would generally prefer to obtain fee title to the 
underlying land and airspace, reserving a perpetual three-dimensional 
easement for the highway. However, the significant amount of private 
development occurring on leased land indicates a widespread acceptabil
ity of leasing. It is also important to note that the full description of 
the highway interest and the responsibilities of the airspace user will 
necessarily be included whether the conveyance is by deed or by lease 
agreement. 

There appears to be little difficulty in obtaining financing for air
space developments on a lease basis if a number of conditions are met. 
The most important of these require that: the term of the lease, as a 
minimum, be sufficient for amortization of the mortgage (and generally 
ten years longer than the mortgage term); the developer and the 
mortgage holder be permitted to assign the lease; and the developer's 
title be as secure as in a transaction between two private parties. Sub
ordination of the fee interest is not required if the lessee is permitted 
to assign the lease and improvements to the mortgagor. 

Although it appears desirable to develop a standard lease agree
ment, this approach does not seem realistic. The full statement of 
terms and conditions of the lease agreement between the Massachusetts 
Turnpike Authority and the White and Waltch Trust, for the Gateway 
Center project, required 65 legal-size pages. Differences in the nature 
of development, geographic location, highway structure, State legisla
tion, and regional real estate practices preclude the use of standard 
forms. Although the basic considerations for protecting the highway 
and the public in general can be standardized, the actual agreement 
should be suited to the individual project. If an acceptable lease agree
ment can not be drafted, valuation is irrelevant, because the project 
will not proceed beyond the discussion stages. 

Valuation and Selection of Developer 

In addition to responsibility with regard to the highway and airspace 
users, the highway agency must consider public interest on a wider scale. 
It is apparent, therefore, that the agency has a much greater responsi
bility in the disposition of airspace than does a private seller or lessor. 

In a transaction involving two private interests, the fee owner, as 
seller or lessor, would normally undertake a highest and best use study 
for a large parcel of uncertain value. The purpose of the study would 
be justification of the highest possible asking price or lease rate, with 
the results of the study available to potential buyers or lessees. The 
costs of the study, as a promotional expense, would be included in the 
asking price for the site. In the event that the market value is under
estimated, the seller or lessor suffers an opportunity loss of little con
sequence so long as he achieves his required profit on the transaction. 
Furthermore, he is concerned with the financial success of the project 
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only if the lease is based on a percentage of gross income or the fee is 
subordinated for the lessee's borrowing. Financial failure of the buyer 
is of no concern to the seller after the transaction is finalized. Financial 
failure of the project and the lessee places the lessor in a joint venture 
with the mortgage holder, with the value of the improvement as uncer
tain as that of the site. Inasmuch as the highway agency cannot sepa
rate its interest from the air rights, even through sale, the financial 
success of the project and the lessee or buyer are extremely important. 
In addition to obtaining fair market value, the highway agency must 
be reasonably certain that the proposed project is financially feasible 
if it is to avoid abandoned buildings along the right-of-way. As an 
absolute minimum, the project income must be capable of maintaining 
the improvements over the foreseeable future. 

Although the financial failure of projects and developers is not an 
uncommon occurrence, lending institutions obviously make every rea
sonable effod to avoid high-risk projects. However, it is appropriate 
at this point to note that the development of air rights, per se, does not 
necessarily constitute a high-risk pro:iect requiring a higher interest 
rate for project financing. If the basic project concept is sound with 
regard to market demand, the financial stability of the developer will 
determine the aJJplication, if any, of a risk premium. A conservative 
attitude on the part of lending institutions will tend, to a great extent, to 
protect the highway agency. It may therefore limit major projects 
above the highway to large well-established developers who can absorb 
any additional planning, engineering, negotiating, and construction 
delays. 

A number of approaches are available to the highway agency seeking 
to promote the private use of airspace and, in the process, attempting 
to obtain fair market value for the air rights while establishing the 
financial soundness of the project and the developer. The most com
prehensive might involve a study of the State highway system to deter
mine the general areas of potential demand for airspace, followed by 
more detailed analysis and selection of developable sites. The use, or 
uses, of each site could then be specified after consideration of safety 
and highway use, local planning and zoning, and the needs of the com
munity. Valuation of the air rights could be performed for the purpose 
of setting the minimum price or lease rate for public bid. However, 
application of the recommended method of valuation, as described in 
the section on ''Recommended Method for Valuation of Airspace,'' 
entails a substantial effort on the part of the agency staff if numerous 
sites are considered and planned in sufficient detail for appraisal. In 
addition, the general lack of demand for highway airspace, especially 
above the highway, is likely to result in a lack of response. Although 
this approach may be perfectly adequate for uses such as parking lots 
when the demand is evident, it may inhibit private development in more 
complex situations. 
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A less expensive procedure would involve specification of the use or 
uses, with competitive bidding for an option to develop a site. 

Regardless of the number of private parties interested in the air
space, consideration for the option should be required. In the event 
that a single developer is interested, the consideration might be in the 
form of a well-defined feasibility study, to be undertaken by the 
developer during the term of the option. The feasibility study would 
become the property of the highway agency at the end of the option 
period. Thus, if the developer decides against entering a long-term 
lease, the highway agency has a basis for evaluating the air rights and 
advertising to the private market again. 

If a number of developers are interested in a specific airspace loca
tion, consideration could consist of a feasibility study, as described, and 
a monetary bid. The minimum bid might be set at a year's rent or an 
arbitrary percentage of that rent, based on a very preliminary estimate 
of the value of the airspace. The essential purpose of this procedure 
is to reduce the possibility of speculation and to engage a developer to 
study the airspace potential without entering the full long-term lease 
agreement. Selection criteria, in addition to the high bid, might in
clude evaluation of developers' experience and general financial situa
tion. 

During the term of the option, the selected developer would be re
quired to work closely with the highway agency staff in preparing feasi
bility studies, working drawings, and performance and completion 
standards as related to the physical aspects of the project. In addition, 
the developer would secure financial and insurance commitments and 
work with the agency to develop the basic terms and conditions of the 
lease. Upon completion of these steps, the highway agency is in a 
position to undertake a full appraisal of the air rights, using the specific 
cost and income estimates of the project. The developer's desired 
return on investment, tax situation, and other financial details are not 
necessary, inasmuch as market averages can be estimated. The agency's 
appraisal and the a v lop r's off er provide the basis for negotiation 
toward the final valua ion and lease rate. An independent appraisal 
may, of course, be required in order to finalize the agreement. 

It is concluded that few private developers will undertake a thorough 
highest and best use study for an air rights location unless they have 
obtained at least an exclusive option. It is therefore in the highway 
agency's interest, with regard to obtaining fair market value for air 
rights above the highway, that final valuation of the air rights be per
formed after the general nature of their use is specified and a detailed 
development plan has been prepared. It is quite possible that an in
novative development plan will indicate a higher value than that result
ing from the agency's hypothetical highest and best use study. Nor 
should development be strictly limited by highway agency and local 
pl~1ming concepts. 

The disposition procedure applied in the more common situation, 
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in which a developer approaches the highway agency with a proposal 
for development of airspace, requires consideration of the individual 
State's statutes and policies. So far as is known, public notice of sale 
or lease of public property to a private party is required in all States 
before the transaction can take place. If additional developers request 
the opportunity to purchase or lease the air rights, there appears to 
be little choice other than competitive bidding, with the permitted use 
or uses specified in advance. This level of market demand should be 
welcomed wherever it arises, because it substantially increases the 
potential of obtaining a higher value for the air rights. 

In special circumstances it may be desirable (and in some States 
required) to negotiate only with the previous owner, the abutting owner, 
or a single developer with a socially beneficial proposal. Valuation of 
the air rights can still employ the recommended methodology. How
ever, concern for obtaining fair market value may be unnecessary, 
because most States permit disposition of public property at less than 
fair market value if it is clearly in the public interest to do so. 

Acquisition of Air Rights for Joint Development 

Throughout this study, little consideration has been given to valua
tion of air rights where the highway agency plans in advance to acquire 
a three-dimensional easement rather than fee title to land and airspace. 
It has been suggested that this procedure might reduce the cost of 
right-of-way acquisition, especially in urban areas. Previous research 
has also predicted that the State will generally be forced to acquire 
less than fee interests ( 84). 

Acquisition of an easement, strictly for highway purposes, does not 
present a new problem of valuation and has been thoroughly covered 
in the literature on condemnation appraisal. A much more complex 
valuation problem is encountered if the full utilization of airspace above 
and/or below the right-of-way is considered in the advance highway 
planning. With few exceptions, highway construction will necessitate 
removal of improvements in the right-of-way. The exceptions include 
cases where the highway can be constructed above an existing structure 
without serious disruption, or where the highway tunnels under or 
through a major structure, such as the United States Post Office in 
Chicago. Aside from these exceptions, the usual result is that acquisi
tion costs for the easement are equivalent to condemnation of the fee, 
and no saving is obtained. In urban areas this may also apply to 
vacant land, because the owner can neither develop nor sell the parcel 
until highway construction is complete. 

The value of the air space, to a private commercial user, is a residual 
value derived from its use and revenue production. To the extent that 
highway planning and construction restricts use of the airspace for a 
considerable period of time and introduces severe uncertainty regard
ing the future use, assignment of a fair market value to the airspace is 
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impossible for all practical purposes. Although numerous private 
owners may wish to retain the air rights for future development, it is 
apparent that the cost of acquiring the highway easement will continue 
to approach the cost of the fee. Public-private joint development, from 
the planning and acquisition stage, does not appear feasible on any 
large scale. 

Serious legal, procedural, and administrative problems accompany 
the highway agency's acquisition of property adjacent to the right-of
way in order to facilitate private development of airspace during or 
after highway construction ( 45). Public joint development remains the 
most practical approach to reducing right-of-way acquisition costs and 
increasing the highway's compatibility with the environment. As has 
been done in the past with varying scale and degree of success, local 
government agencies actually acquire the necessary property for 
right-of-way and joint development. And, ultimately, the local agency 
is responsible for valuation and conveyance of the air rights. Where 
the highway is a viaduct structure in an industrial area, the process 
may be relatively simple and the normal highway acquisition cost may 
be reduced to only the additional cost of viaduct construction. 

In urban areas of higher land-use intensity, a sophisticated planning 
process and a high degree of intergovernmental coordination are re
quired. The ''deck eqnals land'' concept can be applied where the 
highway agency absorbs the cost of a highway tunnel, foundations, and 
decking for development of the airspace above the right-of-way. How
ever, this process is burdened with a problem that is in addition to those 
encountered in urban renewal. In order to develop the airspace at the 
same time as the highway is constructed, a specific rn;e, structure, and 
private developer must be committed. Despite the problems, this 
process provides the greatest and perhaps the only potential for joint 
development of large-scale projects in urban areas. 

Rapid Transit 

As previously noted, the use of highway airspace for other forms of 
transportation is an unlikely possibility unless the highway has been 
constructed with this purpose in mind. With regard to existing high
ways, the physical problems of implementation appear to overshadow 
thoroughly any considerations of valuation of the air rights. 

Future planning for the use of highway airspace by other forms of 
transportation suggests a sharing of right-of-way acquisition costs by 
the agencies and programs involved. Valuation of the airspace used 
by a public rapid transit system is not required. 

An interesting situation results from the acquisition of railroad air 
rights by the highway agency, construction of the highway above the 
railroad's operating right-of-way, and subsequent private development 
above the highway. The valuation methodology recommended herein 
is applicable to the private development of the air rights; however, 
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disposition of revenues obtained from use of the airspace presents a 
complicated problem. Although actual procedures were not investigated 
in this study, it is noted that a similar situation has arisen in the develop
ment of Illinois Central airspace in Chicago. In addition, acquisition 
of unused railroad right-of-way in Los Angeles, for express bus lanes 
in the median of the San Bernardino Freeway, poses substantial valua
tion problems if commercial activities are permitted in bus terminals 
above the right-of-way. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The conclusions resulting from the research reported herein and a 
number of recommendations for public policy and further research are 
summarized in the following. 

Valuation 

Existing theory and practice with regard to land values, real estate 
investment, and appraisal are adequate for the valuation of airspace 
above and belo'·'r high·v;,ra3rs for purposes of con17c~yancc to pri.,.latc users 
and real estate developers. 

Valuation of airspace below viaduct highways does not entail 
significant problems and requires special considerations only as to 
physical limitations imposed by the highway structure, safety, and 
environmental conditions. Use of comparable land values or the in
come capitalization and residual approaches to valuation are both 
adequate. 

Valuation of airspace above highways requires an extensive investi
gation of special costs resulting from foundation and structural re
quirements, safety precautions,· access and utility problems, over-all 
planning, design, engineering and construction timing, and reduced 
future income. Special benefits may also result from the assembly of a 
large parcel, elimination of demolition needs, and site prominence. 

Valuation on the basis of comparable land values, with adjustment 
to reflect the special costs and benefits noted in the foregoing, does not 
appear to be the best procedure. Rather, an income capitalization and 
residual approach is recommended in order to reflect the special nature 
of each highway airspace development, and to recognize the risk as 
perceived by the private real estate investor. 

Use of a ratio of value of the airspace to value of the fee, as a rule 
of thumb for appraising airspace, is not acceptable. It is unrealistic 
to assume that the ratio derived from valuation of one site and use will 
apply to any other project. 

The concept of highest and best use is theoretically applicable to the 
valuation of airspace. However, the practical application is somewhat 
limited because the use or uses will be determined to a great extent by 
the highway agency before valuation. 
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Legal 

Federal 1 gi lation and polici s ar p rmis iv with regard to tlrn 
conveyauc of air rights abov and b 3 low :xi. ti11g highway to private 
1 arties. F d ral int re.tin the valuation of the ai1-.1>a e pertain only 
to th · ale of air. pace, and do · s not prescribe th m thods of valua
tion. 

Only two Stat have adopt d • mpr ,h n ive 1 gi lation for utiliza
tion of hi "hway airspac . fo t tat p rmit utilizatio11 by private 
partie::; nuder interpretation of xistiug legi lati JJ, \\ h r a a f w 
tat pe i:fi ally prohibit onv yance to privat parties. 
Althou »h ther ar e no know11 our ·a · 1Jecifi ·ally mvolving valua-

tion of hiO'hway ai rspac in tll ~ pre. ent context, the r ecomm nd d 
methods for valuation of air ·pa hav b eu a pted )y th ourt. for 
the valuation of real property in general. 

Experience 

Utilization of airspace under highways by private and public users 
has been successfully implemented in almost every State, and does not 
appear to have r sulted in any .· ip;nifi an problems. 

Only llin ases of private dciv loµment and thirteen cases of major 
public l welopm nt · are known to hav utilized airspace above the 
highway. Valuation of the air spa for private development, where 
applied, has been based on comparabl laud alues with adjustment for 
additional costf:; and benefits of u ing air pa e. 

Extensive development of airspace above railroad right-of-way has 
provided a sub ·tantial body of knowl 1~e covering problems, costs, 
benefits, and valuation factors. Howev r, physical and institutional 
differences between railroads and highways limit the direct application 
of the valuation methods and policies of the railroads to hig·hway air
space disposition and valuation. 

The lack of private development above highways is attributed to 
three basic factors-excess construction costs relative to surrounding 
land values; unfamiliarity on the part of private real estate developers; 
and lack of legislation, policies, and procedures for State highway 
agencies. 

Feasibility 

A wide variety of public and private uses of airspace below viaduct 
highways is highly feasible. This feasibility has, in fact, been demon
strated for most of the uses considered as appropriate for airspace 
below the highway. 

The public and private use of airspace above depressed or at-grade 
highways is highly feasible for major projects that normally involve 
substantial foundation and structural costs. Although their implementa
tion is generally restricted to areas of intensive land use and high land 
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values, special circumstance may justify development in lower-density 
commercial areas. 

Physi al construction problemi,; a.ypear to pr ent only minor limita
tio11 on the fea ibility of ai1· pa utilizaLion. af ty consi ~ rations 
however, are a ignificant limitation of th fea .. ibility of numerou 
uses, especially above the highway. 

From an objective analytical viewpoint financial fea ibility appears 
to be sufficient for many projects above the filo·hway. How ver, sub
jective judgment of the risk and uncertainty inhibit th private real 
estate market demand for highway airspace. 

Utilization of land adjacent to the right-of-way can significantly in
crease the feasibility of large-scale development of airspace above 
the highway. Similarly, multi-use projects appear to have a higher 
degree of financial feasibility than single-purpose structures. 

Local zoning and public acceptability do not restrict the feasibility 
of airspace development to uny greater degree than they restrict 
normal real estate development. In most cases, zoning and public ac
ceptance can be expected to be permissive. 

Public Benefits 

The most significant public benefit resulting from airspace develop
ment appears to be a higher degree of compatibility between the high
way and the surrounding community. Although p11bli privat joint 
development of th, urban high'\ ay corridor is diffi ult to implem nt, 
public joint ~ v lopm nt involving a 1o al red •v loµrnent agency is 
highly f ·a ibl . 

Local property tax revenues may be increased to the extent that air
space utilization stimulates a net increas in privat.P. 1·<0 n 1 .shit cl v lop
m nt, air rights are subj t to posses ory iJ1ter t taxation or ontribu
tion in lien of prop · rty tax :, and publi. fa ilities can utilize airspace 
rath r tha,n land normall r on th tax 1·011 ·. 

Revenue to the highway agency results from the leasing of airspace 
to private interests. Substantial reduction in right-of-way acquisition 
costs can be achieved through public joint development involving a 
local redevelopment agency. 

Public Policies 

Adoption of State legislation specifically authorizing the highway 
agency to sell or lease airspace to rivat parti i r commend d a. 
a mimmum w:i b r gard to cxi::;ting highway" .Adoption of comprchen
. ive l gi lation enabling the hi favay agen y to partici-pate in joint 
d v lopm n · i. 1' · ommended for th utilfaation of airspac in on
junction with new highways. 

Promotion of airspace utilization by the highway agency is recom
mended as the most appropriate method of informing and stimulating 
the private market. A full set of policies regarding local planning, 
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permitted uses, controls, methods of disposition, and valuation of air
space must be developed in advance of promotion. 

Selection of economically feasible projects and financially sound 
developers is of critical importance, especially for major developments 
above the highway. Thorough market analysis, project cost studies, and 
financial feasibility studies are recommended before conveying air 
rights for major projects. 

Valuation by the highway agency, on the basis of a hypothetical 
highest and best use of the airspace, is not recommended as a general 
policy in view of the detailed nature of the valuation required, the 
extent of the highway system, and the lack of demand for airspace. 
Rather, it is suggested that final valuation be performed after selection 
of a developer and careful preparation of development plans. 

Further Research 

The topic of valuation does not appear to require further study. Dis
cussions with highway agency personnel and independent appraisers 
have revealed an awareness of the important valuation factors and a 
high degree of familiarity with the literature on valuation of airspace. 
The recommended valuation procedure incorporates elements of real 
estate investment analysis, but does not involve new factors for which 
additional research is required. 

Further research is suggested in two areas of design and engineer
ing. The first is the study of depressed and at-grade highway structures 
to estimate the excess costs of foundations, supports, and decking for 
a wide variety of uses above the highway. The second area is that of 
safety requirements and costs for various uses and highway structures. 
Comparative analysis of these two major cost factors, for airspace 
and non-air construction, would be extremely helpful to the private 
developer in evaluating the opportunity to utilize airspace. Existing air
space projects provide only one set of costs, and the popular belief is 
that the excess costs are prohibitive for most uses. 

Procedures for intergovernmental coordination in joint development 
require further exploration. A thorough analysis and documentation 
should be conducted for cases in which the highway agency and a 
local governmental agency have coordinated right-of-way acquisition 
and subsequent joint development. 

The Federal Highway Administration's surveys and reports on joint 
development should be continued. Annual summaries would be most 
helpful in maintaining an awareness of airspace projects and identify
ing sources of information. 
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APPENDIX B 

SELECTED READINGS ON THE VALUATION OF AIR RIGHTS 

These selected readings are included in the "Bibliography" (Ap
pendix A), but the sequence is given here in chronological order for the 
convenience of the user. 

ENTRY NUMBERS 

YEAR (APPENDIX A) 

1935 23 
1955 62 
1956 39 
1961 33 (Ch. 33) 
1963 10, 53, 66 (Ch.16) 
1964 20,4 
1965 31 
1966 59,49,9 
1967 47 
1968 84, 93 (Ch. IX) 
1969 46 
1971 22,41 






